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of the Shah, the death of Panamanian president
Omar Torrijos, and the invasions of Panama and
Iraq, as well as providing an inside view of the
corrupt U.S.-Saudi Arabian relationship. One
On the heels of the revelations of Joseph man’s personal journey from eager servant of
Stiglitz, former Chief Economist of the World Bank, empire to impassioned advocate for the rights of
last presented in the October 20, 2004 issue of this oppressed people.”
paper, we are now able to provide damning
From the book’s Introduction:
confirmation of the inner workings of the world’s
“Economic Hit Men are highly paid
most august financial agencies.
professionals who cheat countries around the globe
The IMF/WB agenda is coldly calculated to
out of trillions of dollars. They funnel World Bank,
control the people of the world through the
U.S. government, and other foreign ‘aid’ funds into
“terrible power of the purse”, as described in the
the coffers of international businesses and the
Protocols, without any conscience whatsoever for
pockets of a few wealthy families who control the
the terrible human consequences of war, disease
planet’s natural resources. Their tools include
and starvation (which are just tools to accomplish
fraudulent financial reports, rigged elections,
the agenda). Understanding of these facts is prepayoffs, extortion, and murder. They play a game
requisite to being able to effect positive change.
as old as Empire but one that has taken on new
Confessions of an Economic Hitman, by John
and terrifying dimensions during this time of
Perkins, has been described by its publisher,
globalization.
Berrett-Koehler, as “An extraordinary, real-life tale
“I should know; I was one.”
of international intrigue and corruption … [which]
We thank DemocracyNow.org for granting
reveals the hidden mechanics of imperial control permission to reprint an interview they conducted
behind such major international events as the fall with John Perkins on November 9, 2004.
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WITH AUTHOR, JOHN PERKINS
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We speak with John Perkins, a former respected
member of the international banking community. In his
book Confessions of an Economic Hit Man he
describes how as a highly paid professional, he helped
the U.S. cheat poor countries around the globe out of
trillions of dollars by lending them more money than
they could possibly repay and then take over their
economies.
John Perkins describes himself as a former
economic hit man—a highly paid professional who
cheated countries around the globe out of trillions of
dollars.
20 years ago Perkins began writing a book with
the working title, Conscience of an Economic Hit
Man.
Perkins writes, “The book was to be dedicated to
the presidents of two countries, men who had been his
clients whom I respected and thought of as kindred
spirits—Jaime Roldós, president of Ecuador, and Omar
Torrijos, president of Panama. Both had just died in
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fiery crashes. Their deaths were not accidental. They
were assassinated because they opposed that fraternity
of corporate, government, and banking heads whose
goal is global empire. We Economic Hit Men failed
to bring Roldós and Torrijos around, and the other type
of hit men, the CIA-sanctioned jackals who were
always right behind us, stepped in.”
John Perkins goes on to write: “I was persuaded
to stop writing that book. I started it four more times
during the next twenty years. On each occasion, my
decision to begin again was influenced by current
world events: the U.S. invasion of Panama in 1980, the
first Gulf War, Somalia, and the rise of Osama bin
Laden. However, threats or bribes always convinced
me to stop.”
But now Perkins has finally published his story.
The book is titled Confessions of an Economic Hit
Man. John Perkins joins us now in our Firehouse
studios.
John Perkins, from 1971 to 1981 he worked for the
international consulting firm of Chas T. Main where he
was a self-described “economic hit man”. He is the
author of the new book Confessions of an Economic
Hit Man.
RUSH TRANSCRIPT
This transcript is available free of charge, however
donations help us provide closed captioning for the
deaf and hard of hearing on our TV broadcast. Thank
you
for
your
generous
contribution.
[<DemocracyNow.org>
In the following
transcript, interviewer AMY GOODMAN and
author JOHN PERKINS are indicated by their
respective initials to save space.]
AG: John Perkins joins us now in our firehouse
studio. Welcome to Democracy Now!
JP: Thank you, Amy. It’s great to be here.
AG: It’s good to have you with us. Okay,
explain this term, “economic hit man”, e.h.m., as you
call it.
JP: Basically what we were trained to do and
what our job is to do is to build up the American
empire. To bring—to create situations where as many
resources as possible flow into this country, to our
corporations, and our government, and in fact we’ve
been very successful. We’ve built the largest empire
in the history of the world. It’s been done over the
last 50 years since World War II with very little
military might, actually. It’s only in rare instances like
Iraq where the military comes in as a last resort. This
empire, unlike any other in the history of the world,
has been built primarily through economic manipulation,
through cheating, through fraud, through seducing
people into our way of life, through the economic hit
men. I was very much a part of that.
AG: How did you become one? Who did you
work for?
JP: Well, I was initially recruited while I was in
business school back in the late sixties by the National
Security Agency [NSA, “Men in Black”], the nation’s
largest and least understood spy organization; but
ultimately I worked for private corporations. The first
real economic hit man was back in the early 1950s,
Kermit Roosevelt, the grandson of Teddy, who
overthrew of government of Iran, a democratically
elected government, Mossadegh’s government who
was Time’s magazine person of the year; and he was
so successful at doing this without any bloodshed—
well, there was a little bloodshed, but no military
intervention, just spending millions of dollars and
replaced Mossadegh with the Shah of Iran. At that
point, we understood that this idea of economic hit man
was an extremely good one. We didn’t have to worry
about the threat of war with Russia when we did it this

way. The problem with that was that Roosevelt was
a C.I.A. agent. He was a government employee.
Had he been caught, we would have been in a lot of
trouble. It would have been very embarrassing. So,
at that point, the decision was made to use
organizations like the C.I.A. and the N.S.A. to recruit
potential economic hit men like me and then send us
to work for private consulting companies, engineering
firms, construction companies, so that if we were
caught, there would be no connection with the
government.
AG: Okay. Explain the company you worked for.
JP: Well, the company I worked for was a
company named Chas. T. Main in Boston,
Massachusetts. We were about 2,000 employees, and
I became its chief economist. I ended up having fifty
people working for me. But my real job was dealmaking. It was giving loans to other countries, huge
loans, much bigger than they could possibly repay. One
of the conditions of the loan—let’s say a $1 billion to
a country like Indonesia or Ecuador—and this country
would then have to give ninety percent of that loan
back to a U.S. company, or U.S. companies, to build
the infrastructure—a Halliburton or a Bechtel. These
were big ones. Those companies would then go in
and build an electrical system or ports or highways,
and these would basically serve just a few of the very
wealthiest families in those countries. The poor people
in those countries would be stuck ultimately with this
amazing debt that they couldn’t possibly repay. A
country today like Ecuador owes over fifty percent of
its national budget just to pay down its debt. And it
really can’t do it. So, we literally have them over a
barrel. So, when we want more oil, we go to Ecuador
and say, “Look, you’re not able to repay your debts,
therefore give our oil companies your Amazon rain
forest, which are filled with oil.” And today we’re
going in and destroying Amazonian rain forests, forcing
Ecuador to give them to us because they’ve
accumulated all this debt. So we make this big loan,
most of it comes back to the United States, the
country is left with the debt plus lots of interest, and
they basically become our servants, our slaves. It’s an
empire. There’s no two ways about it. It’s a huge
empire. It’s been extremely successful.
AG: We’re talking to John Perkins, author of
Confessions of an Economic Hit Man. You say
because of bribes and other reason you didn’t write
this book for a long time. What do you mean? Who
tried to bribe you, or who—what are the bribes you
accepted?
JP: Well, I accepted a half a million dollar bribe
in the nineties not to write the book.
AG: From?
JP: From a major construction engineering
company.
AG: Which one?
JP: Legally speaking, it wasn’t—Stoner-Webster.
Legally speaking it wasn’t a bribe, it was—I was being
paid as a consultant. This is all very legal. But I
essentially did nothing. It was a very understood, as
I explained in Confessions of an Economic Hit Man,
that it was—I was—it was understood when I
accepted this money as a consultant to them I wouldn’t
have to do much work, but I mustn’t write any books
about the subject, which they were aware that I was
in the process of writing this book, which at the time
I called Conscience of an Economic Hit Man. And
I have to tell you, Amy, that, you know, it’s an
extraordinary story from the standpoint of—It’s almost
James Bondish, truly, and I mean—
AG: Well that’s certainly how the book reads.
JP: Yeah, and it was, you know? And when the
National Security Agency recruited me, they put me
through a day of lie detector tests. They found out all
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my weaknesses and immediately seduced me. They
used the strongest drugs in our culture, sex, power and
money, to win me over. I come from a very old New
England family, Calvinist, steeped in amazingly strong
moral values. I think I, you know, I’m a good person
overall, and I think my story really shows how this
system and these powerful drugs of sex, money and
power can seduce people, because I certainly was
seduced. And if I hadn’t lived this life as an economic
hit man, I think I’d have a hard time believing that
anybody does these things. And that’s why I wrote
the book, because our country really needs to
understand, if people in this nation understood what
our foreign policy is really about, what foreign aid is
about, how our corporations work, where our tax
money goes, I know we will demand change.
AG: We’re talking to John Perkins. In your book,
you talk about how you helped to implement a secret
scheme that funneled billions of dollars of Saudi
Arabian petrol dollars back into the U.S. economy,
and that further cemented the intimate relationship
between the House of Saud and successive U.S.
administrations. Explain.
JP: Yes, it was a fascinating time. I remember
well, you’re probably too young to remember, but I
remember well in the early seventies how OPEC
exercised this power it had, and cut back on oil
supplies. We had cars lined up at gas stations. The
country was afraid that it was facing another 1929type of crash–depression; and this was unacceptable.
So, they—the Treasury Department hired me and a
few other economic hit men. We went to Saudi
Arabia. We—
AG: You’re actually called economic hit men—
e.h.m.’s?
JP: Yeah, it was a tongue-in-cheek term that we
called ourselves. Officially, I was a chief economist.
We called ourselves e.h.m.’s. It was tongue-in-cheek.
It was like, nobody will believe us if we say this, you
know? And, so, we went to Saudi Arabia in the early
seventies. We knew Saudi Arabia was the key to
dropping our dependency, or to controlling the
situation. And we worked out this deal whereby the
Royal House of Saud agreed to send most of their
petro-dollars back to the United States and invest them
in U.S. government securities. [See Phoenix
Journals, Journal #3, Space-Gate, the Veil
Removed, page 78, “The ‘Grey Men’ Tape” for
further details.] The Treasury Department would
use the interest from these securities to hire U.S.
companies to build Saudi Arabia—new cities, new
infrastructure—which we’ve done. And the House of
Saud would agree to maintain the price of oil within
acceptable limits to us, which they’ve done all of these
years, and we would agree to keep the House of Saud
in power as long as they did this, which we’ve done,
which is one of the reasons we went to war with Iraq
in the first place. And in Iraq we tried to implement
the same policy that was so successful in Saudi
Arabia, but Saddam Hussein didn’t buy. When the
economic hit men fail in this scenario, the next step is
what we call the jackals. Jackals are C.I.A.sanctioned people that come in and try to foment a
coup or revolution. If that doesn’t work, they perform
assassinations, or try to. In the case of Iraq, they
weren’t able to get through to Saddam Hussein. He
had—his bodyguards were too good. He had doubles.
They couldn’t get through to him. So the third line of
defense, if the economic hit men and the jackals fail,
the next line of defense is our young men and women,
who are sent in to die and kill, which is what we’ve
obviously done in Iraq.
AG: Can you explain how Torrijos died?
JP: Omar Torrijos, the President of Panama.
Omar Torrijos had signed the Canal Treaty with
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Carter much—and, you know, it passed our congress
by only one vote. It was a highly contended issue.
And Torrijos then also went ahead and negotiated with
the Japanese to build a sea-level canal. The Japanese
wanted to finance and construct a sea-level canal in
Panama. Torrijos talked to them about this which very
much upset Bechtel Corporation, whose president was
George Schultz and senior council was Casper
Weinberger. When Carter was thrown out (and that’s
an interesting story—how that actually happened),
when he lost the election, and Reagan came in and
Schultz came in as Secretary of State from Bechtel,
and Weinberger came from Bechtel to be Secretary of
Defense, they were extremely angry at Torrijos—tried
to get him to renegotiate the Canal Treaty and not to
talk to the Japanese. He adamantly refused. He was
a very principled man. He had his problem, but he
was a very principled man. He was an amazing man,
Torrijos. And so, he died in a fiery airplane crash,
which was connected to a tape recorder with
explosives in it, which—I was there. I had been
working with him. I knew that we economic hit men
had failed. I knew the jackals were closing in on him,
and the next thing, his plane exploded with a tape
recorder with a bomb in it. There’s no question in my
mind that it was C.I.A. sanctioned, and most—many
Latin American investigators have come to the same
conclusion. Of course, we never heard about that in
our country.
AG: So, where—when did your change your heart
happen?
JP: I felt guilty throughout the whole time, but I
was seduced. The power of these drugs, sex, power,
and money, was extremely strong for me. And, of
course, I was doing things I was being patted on the
back for. I was chief economist. I was doing things
that Robert McNamara liked and so on.
AG: How closely did you work with the World
Bank?
JP: Very, very closely with the World Bank. The
World Bank provides most of the money that’s used
by economic hit men, it and the I.M.F. But when 9/
11 struck, I had a change of heart. I knew the story
had to be told because what happened at 9/11 is a
direct result of what the economic hit men are doing.
And the only way that we’re going to feel secure in
this country again and that we’re going to feel good
about ourselves is if we use these systems we’ve put
into place to create positive change around the world.
I really believe we can do that. I believe the World
Bank and other institutions can be turned around and
do what they were originally intended to do, which is
help reconstruct devastated parts of the world.
Help—genuinely help poor people. There are twentyfour thousand people starving to death every day. We
can change that.
AG: John Perkins, I want to thank you very much
for being with us. John Perkins’ book is called,
Confessions of an Economic Hit Man.
[END QUOTING]
Once again, we thank DemocracyNow.org for
permission to reprint this highly revealing interview
with John Perkins. The following endorsements of
Mr. Perkins’ book have been drawn from the
Berrett-Koehler website <www.bkconnection.com>.
[QUOTING:]
***
ENDORSEMENTS
“As a senior economist in several development
agencies and a lead economist at the World Bank
over the past decade, I find John Perkins’s book
provocative and disturbing. With honesty, remorse and
compassion, Perkins describes the motivation of

‘economic hit men’ (EHM) and the corporations they
serve as being far more prevalent than many of us
would like to believe. Moreover, Perkins makes a good
case that most of us help further the agenda of EHM
and such corporations by unknowingly and unwittingly
doing their bidding, failing to appreciate the sinister
architecture behind the global empire. The book
succeeds as a wake up call because the reader cannot
help but assess his or her role on a personal level, thus
providing an impetus for change.”—R. Paul Shaw,
Formerly Lead Economist, Currently Program Adviser,
Human Development Group, World Bank Institute
“Confessions of an Economic Hit Man is a
brave and potent book written by a man whose
commitment to the truth transcends any personal
concerns about revealing his own previous blindness.
Perkins reveals, bears witness, lifts the veil, and talks
straight about what he personally has seen and knows
intimately as the dark damage that has been done and
continues to be done in the name of economic
development and progress. This is a stunning and
groundbreaking book that is a must-read for anyone
who cares about our world.”—Lynne Twist, global
activist and author of The Soul of Money
“John Perkins has broken the pact of L’Omerta—
the infamous code of silence in the old-style Mafia that
was enforced by assassination-to reveal the inner
workings of corporate empire. Written like the best
crime novel, the book is a page-turner that shows the
real menace of organized crime being run out of ritzy
boardrooms and seedy dictatorships, using ‘economic
hit men’ who are the murderous technicians of
corporate crime as a way of doing business. A brave
and timely book not to be missed.”—Kenny Ausubel,
Founder and President, Bioneers, author of Seeds of
Change and When Healing Becomes a Crime,
award-winning film-maker of Hoxsey: How Healing
Becomes a Crime
“John Perkins has written a book that shakes
one’s confidence in the ethics of the prevailing
economic system. We are in troubling times and need
to understand realistically the price we are paying for
the ‘free’ market we enjoy. Perkins has written an
extraordinary tale.”—Jim Garrison, author of America
As Empire, President of the State of the World Forum
“Confessions of an Economic Hit Man is a
fascinating insider’s view of how private multinational
companies legally rob the poor of the third world,
country after country. His overview of Panama is
particularly edifying. As Anarchasis said 2500 years
ago ‘Laws are like spider webs. They trap the poor
and defenseless and the rich and powerful tear them
apart.’”—Josh Mailman, Cofounder, The Threshold
Foundation, Social Venture Network, and Business for
Social Responsibility; entrepreneur, businessman,
activist/philanthropist
“Confessions of an Economic Hit Man is a
unique book, brave because it is personal. With
unflinching honesty, John Perkins narrates his moral
awakening and struggle to break free from the corrupt
system of global domination he himself helped to
create. This book possesses an immediacy that
separates it from the numerous studies we already
have of American Empire. It comes from the heart.
I highly recommend it.”—Michael Brownstein, author
of World on Fire
“John Perkins has told a thrilling story. But what
makes it even more relevant is that his tale is the true
account of a deeply dedicated and courageous man
who exposes information that is crucial for the survival
of many people in the world. I couldn’t put it down
and now want all my friends to read it. Read this
book!”—Stephan Rechtschaffen, M.D., cofounder,
CEO, Omega Institute and author of Timeshifting:
Creating More Time to Enjoy Your Life
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“John Perkins speaks for many of us—citizens in our
country, citizens of the world—who are trapped in our
own personal and national histories, who struggle with
temptation, power and ultimately our own souls.
Confessions of an Economic Hit Man is his story,
one that through necessity and courage offers us a way
back, beyond salvation, to human justice.”—Gary
Margolis Ph.D., Director, Center for Counseling and
Human Relations, Associate Professor of English,
Middlebury College and author of Fire in the
Orchard and Falling Awake
[END QUOTING]
To encourage readers to acquire a copy of this
book, we next include an excerpt of the
“Prologue”.
[QUOTING:]
PROLOGUE
Quito, Ecuador’s capital, stretches across a
volcanic valley high in the Andes, at an altitude of nine
thousand feet. Residents of this city, which was
founded long before Columbus arrived in the Americas,
are accustomed to seeing snow on the surrounding
peaks, despite the fact that they live just a few miles
south of the equator. The city of Shell, a frontier
outpost and military base hacked out of Ecuador’s
Amazon jungle to service the oil company whose name
it bears, is nearly eight thousand feet lower than Quito.
A steaming city, it is inhabited mostly by soldiers, oil
workers, and the indigenous people from the Shuar and
Kichwa tribes who work for them as prostitutes and
laborers.
To journey from one city to the other, you must
travel a road that is both tortuous and breathtaking.
Local people will tell you that during the trip you
experience all four seasons in a single day. Although
I have driven this road many times, I never tire of the
spectacular scenery. Sheer cliffs, punctuated by
cascading waterfalls and brilliant bromeliads, rise up
one side. On the other side, the earth drops abruptly
into a deep abyss where the Pastaza River, a
headwater of the Amazon, snakes its way down the
Andes. The Pastaza carries water from the glaciers
of Cotopaxi, one of the world’s highest active
volcanoes and a deity in the time of the Incas, to the
Atlantic Ocean over three thousand miles away.
In 2003, I departed Quito in a Subaru Outback and
headed for Shell on a mission that was like no other
I had ever accepted. I was hoping to end a war I had
helped create. As is the case with so many things we
EHMs must take responsibility for, it is a war that is
virtually unknown anywhere outside the country where
it is fought. I was on my way to meet with the Shuars,
the Kichwas, and their neighbors the Achuars, the
Zaparos, and the Shiwiars tribes determined to prevent
our oil companies from destroying their homes,
families, and lands, even if it means they must die in
the process. For them, this is a war about the survival
of their children and cultures, while for us it is about
power, money, and natural resources. It is one part
of the struggle for world domination and the dream of
a few greedy men, global empire.
That is what we EHMs do best: we build a global
empire. We are an elite group of men and women
who utilize international financial organizations to
foment conditions that make other nations subservient
to the corporatocracy running our biggest corporations,
our government, and our banks. Like our counterparts
in the Mafia, EHMs provide favors. These take the
form of loans to develop infrastructure: electric
generating plants, highways, ports, airports, or industrial
parks. A condition of such loans is that engineering
and construction companies from our own country
must build all these projects. In essence, most of the
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money never leaves the United States; it is simply
transferred from banking offices in Washington to
engineering offices in New York, Houston, or San
Francisco.
Despite the fact that the money is returned almost
immediately to corporations that are members of the
corporatocracy (the creditor), the recipient country is
required to pay it all back, principal plus interest. If
an EHM is completely successful, the loans are so
large that the debtor is forced to default on its
payments after a few years. When this happens, then
like the Mafia we demand our pound of flesh. This
often includes one or more of the following: control
over United Nations votes, the installation of military
bases, or access to precious resources such as oil or
the Panama Canal. [This should make it crystal
clear as to why Senator Kerry described the socalled “Coalition of the Willing” as a “Coalition of
the Bought and Paid for”.] Of course, the debtor
still owes us the money and another country is added
to our global empire.
Driving from Quito toward Shell on this sunny day
in 2003, I thought back thirty-five years to the first time
I arrived in this part of the world. I had read that
although Ecuador is only about the size of Nevada, it
has more than thirty active volcanoes, over 15 percent
of the world’s bird species, and thousands of as-yetunclassified plants, and that it is a land of diverse
cultures where nearly as many people speak ancient
indigenous languages as speak Spanish. I found it
fascinating and certainly exotic; yet, the words that kept
coming to mind back then were pure, untouched, and
innocent. Much has changed in thirty-five years.
At the time of my first visit in 1968, Texaco had
only just discovered petroleum in Ecuador’s Amazon
region. Today, oil accounts for nearly half the
country’s exports. A trans-Andean pipeline built
shortly after my first visit has since leaked over a half
million barrels of oil into the fragile rain forest—more
than twice the amount spilled by the Exxon Valdez.
Today, a new $1.3 billion, three hundred-mile pipeline
constructed by an EHM-organized consortium
promises to make Ecuador one of the world’s top ten
suppliers of oil to the United States. Vast areas of rain
forest have fallen, macaws and jaguars have all but
vanished, three Ecuadorian indigenous cultures have
been driven to the verge of collapse, and pristine rivers
have been transformed into flaming cesspools.
During this same period, the indigenous cultures
began fighting back. For instance, on May 7, 2003, a
group of American lawyers representing more than
thirty thousand indigenous Ecuadorian people filed a $1
billion lawsuit against ChevronTexaco Corp. The suit
asserts that between 1971 and 1992 the oil giant
dumped into open holes and rivers over four million
gallons per day of toxic wastewater contaminated with
oil, heavy metals, and carcinogens, and that the
company left behind nearly 350 uncovered waste pits
that continue to kill both people and animals.
Outside the window of my Outback, great clouds
of mist rolled in from the forests and up the Pastaza’s
canyons. Sweat soaked my shirt, and my stomach
began to churn, but not just from the intense tropical
heat and the serpentine twists in the road. Knowing
the part I had played in destroying this beautiful country
was once again taking its toll. Because of my fellow
EHMs and me, Ecuador is in far worse shape today
than she was before we introduced her to the miracles
of modern economics, banking, and engineering. Since
1970, during this period known euphemistically as the
Oil Boom, the official poverty level grew from 50 to
70 percent, under- or unemployment increased from 15
to 70 percent, and public debt increased from $240
million to $16 billion. Meanwhile, the share of national
resources allocated to the poorest segments of the

population declined from 20 to 6 percent.
Unfortunately, Ecuador is not the exception.
Nearly every country we EHMs have brought under
the global empire’s umbrella has suffered a similar
fate. Third World debt has grown to more than $2.5
trillion, and the cost of servicing it over $375 billion per
year as of 2004 is more than all Third World spending
on health and education, and twenty times what
developing countries receive annually in foreign aid.
Over half the people in the world survive on less than
two dollars per day, which is roughly the same amount
they received in the early 1970s. Meanwhile, the top
1 percent of Third World households accounts for 70
to 90 percent of all private financial wealth and real
estate ownership in their country; the actual percentage
depends on the specific country.
The Subaru slowed as it meandered through the
streets of the beautiful resort town of Ba–os, famous
for the hot baths created by underground volcanic
rivers that flow from the highly active Mount
Tungurahgua. Children ran along beside us, waving
and trying to sell us gum and cookies. Then we left
Ba–os behind. The spectacular scenery ended abruptly
as the Subaru sped out of paradise and into a modern
vision of Dante’s Inferno. A gigantic monster reared
up from the river, a mammoth gray wall. Its dripping
concrete was totally out of place, completely unnatural
and incompatible with the landscape. Of course,
seeing it there should not have surprised me. I knew
all along that it would be waiting in ambush. I had
encountered it many times before and in the past had
praised it as a symbol of EHM accomplishments.
Even so, it made my skin crawl.
That hideous, incongruous wall is a dam that blocks
the rushing Pastaza River, diverts its waters through
huge tunnels bored into the mountain, and converts the
energy to electricity. This is the 156-megawatt
Agoyan hydroelectric project. It fuels the industries
that make a handful of Ecuadorian families wealthy,
and it has been the source of untold suffering for the
farmers and indigenous people who live along the river.
This hydroelectric plant is just one of many projects
developed through my efforts and those of other
EHMs. Such projects are the reason Ecuador is now
a member of the global empire, and the reason why
the Shuars and Kichwas and their neighbors threaten
war against our oil companies.
Because of EHM projects, Ecuador is awash in
foreign debt and must devote an inordinate share of its
national budget to paying this off, instead of using its
capital to help the millions of its citizens officially
classified as dangerously impoverished. The only way
Ecuador can buy down its foreign obligations is by
selling its rain forests to the oil companies. Indeed,
one of the reasons the EHMs set their sights on
Ecuador in the first place was because the sea of oil
beneath its Amazon region is believed to rival the oil
fields of the Middle East. The global empire demands
its pound of flesh in the form of oil concessions.
These demands became especially urgent after
September 11, 2001, when Washington feared that
Middle Eastern supplies might cease. On top of that,
Venezuela, our third-largest oil supplier, had recently
elected a populist president, Hugo Chavez, who took
a strong stand against what he referred to as U.S.
Imperialism; he threatened to cut off oil sales to the
United States. The EHMs had failed in Iraq and
Venezuela, but we had succeeded in Ecuador; now
we would milk it for all it is worth.
Ecuador is typical of countries around the world
that EHMs have brought into the economic-political
fold. For every $100 of crude taken out of the
Ecuadorian rain forests, the oil companies receive $75.
Of the remaining $25, three-quarters must go to paying
off the foreign debt. Most of the remainder covers
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military and other government expenses which leaves
about $2.50 for health, education, and programs aimed
at helping the poor. Thus, out of every $100 worth of
oil torn from the Amazon, less than $3 goes to the
people who need the money most, those whose lives
have been so adversely impacted by the dams, the
drilling, and the pipelines, and who are dying from lack
of edible food and potable water.
All of those people, millions in Ecuador, billions
around the planet, are potential terrorists. Not because
they believe in communism or anarchism or are
intrinsically evil, but simply because they are desperate.
Looking at this dam, I wondered as I have so often in
so many places around the world when these people
would take action, like the Americans against England
in the 1770s or Latin Americans against Spain in the
early 1800s.
The subtlety of this modern empire building puts
the Roman centurions, the Spanish conquistadors, and
the eighteenth- and nineteenth-century European
colonial powers to shame. We EHMs are crafty; we
learned from history. Today we do not carry swords.
We do not wear armor or clothes that set us apart. In
countries like Ecuador, Nigeria, and Indonesia, we
dress like local schoolteachers and shop owners. In
Washington and Paris, we look like government
bureaucrats and bankers. We appear humble, normal.
We visit project sites and stroll through impoverished
villages. We profess altruism, talk with local papers
about the wonderful humanitarian things we are doing.
We cover the conference tables of government
committees with our spreadsheets and financial
projections, and we lecture at the Harvard Business
School about the miracles of macroeconomics. We
are on the record, in the open. Or so we portray
ourselves and so are we accepted. It is how the
system works. We seldom resort to anything illegal
because the system itself is built on subterfuge, and the
system is by definition legitimate.
However, and this is a very large caveat, if we
fail, an even more sinister breed steps in, ones we
EHMs refer to as the jackals, men who trace their
heritage directly to those earlier empires. The jackals
are always there, lurking in the shadows. When they
emerge, heads of state are overthrown or die in
violent “accidents”. And if by chance the jackals fail,
as they failed in Afghanistan and Iraq, then the old
models resurface. When the jackals fail, young
Americans are sent in to kill and to die.
As I passed the monster, that hulking mammoth
wall of gray concrete rising from the river, I was very
conscious of the sweat that soaked my clothes and of
the tightening in my intestines. I headed on down into
the jungle to meet with the indigenous people who are
determined to fight to the last man in order to stop this
empire I helped create, and I was overwhelmed with
feelings of guilt. How, I asked myself, did a nice kid
from rural New Hampshire ever get into such a dirty
business?
[END QUOTING]
If the whole world is to be a democracy, it must
be asked: What percentage of the world’s citizens
do you think would vote for maintaining this kind
of a status quo? Isn’t it about time we took our
world back from the tiny handful of greedy elite
controllers and did our utmost to ensure such
insipidly evil control mechanisms are not—EVER
again—put in place? God has provided the way.
Who will use it remains to be seen.
You should soon be able to obtain copies of this
book through our usual recommended suppliers:
Phoenix Source Distributors (1-800-800-5565) for
U.S. orders or Phoenix Source Canada (1-250248-5591) for International orders. This book is
a “must have” for your home library.
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Of UFOs, Israeli Nukes
And Economic Crises
11/8/04—#1 (18-84)
MON., Nov. 8, 2004 9:37 A.M. YR 18, DAY 84
Manila, Philippines
RE: IMPORTANT UFO ATTENTION; NUCLEAR
MESS IN ISRAEL—AGAIN; ECONOMIC CRISIS
FACING NEW PRESIDENT(S) [EVERYWHERE]
—GCH/D
AGAIN AND AGAIN:
ARE THERE “REALLY” UFOs?
This CANNOT be “THE” question!
Of course there are so many UFOs as to stagger
even the thinking mind. ANYTHING unidentified in
the sky from craft to a chicken hawk can be
unidentified, incorrectly identified or currently
unrecognized terrestrially manufactured “objects”.
Are there truly UFOs of the extra-terrestrial (alien
operated) kind? Again, OF COURSE! How arrogant
of you terrestrials of “Earth Shan” to even consider
yourselves so utterly important as to be the ONLY
evolved species around. You are, actually, just about
the most UNEVOLVED species around.
Spiritually you are, as defined rather carelessly,
Barbarians of the worst ilk. Moreover, you feast on
bloodletting, “End” times, BS religions and no, you DO
NOT WANT TRUTH—you want scoops and
titillation.
Has it ever occurred to YOU that YOU ARE
NOT IN THE “END TIMES”?
YOU ARE IN THE “BEGINNING TIMES”!!!
Get it “right”, readers and friends, and we can get
on with our job of clearing and re-claiming some
remnant of this wondrous creation called Earth planet.
I want all of you, likewise, arrogant English-speaking
persons to remember that “Earth” is nothing other than
a reference to a “terrestrial” item as “terra” (earth
substance) as recognized by composition of the very
manifest “thing” called “matter”.
I will go further in the “discussion” and repeat for
the umpteenth time that there is no actual translation
or interpretation of “John’s REVELATION”—except
by John who had the revelation. All the rest is guess
and pompous interpretation. We now have added a
thousandth interpreter-receiver getting a breakdown of
John’s revelations (DREAM—as in singularly ONE
dream) as now interpreted and supposedly showered
down to you by “Jesus THE Christ”. Jesus is in itself
an incorrect name even for the one you are taught fits
the description. When will YOU stop feeding on all
the nonsense put forth for your distractions?
If I say that “Man, this is a cool but far-out
gospel….”, I ask you how that is going to read 2,000
years from now, in Swahili?
When you outgrow this “Spirit do it all FOR me”
attitude, we might well make incredible strides into
KNOWING and evolvement.
If you consider that our presentations are out-ofsight then I suggest you get READING glasses and
re-read the Bearden material. You might just have a
different attitude about UFOs as well.
Now, next: Why do you think this UFO stuff will
center itself around the United States of America

whereat almost all of the controlling entities who work
AGAINST truth and righteousness dwell in their ivory
towers?
You are IN THE BEGINNING (Go back and
read our masthead) and obviously, if we are involved—
it certainly concludes that the U.S. is NOT the
PRIMARY lift-off spot. Think about it and conclude
that which you will regarding your own position. Run
away, turn away, drop away—do whatever you will
“away” but your attitude will not change one iota of
the facts or truth about what and WHO is “comin’
down”.
At this point of your evolvement it is a fact that
if you go up—you WILL come down. If you are
thrust “out”, you will be drawn “back”. That is the
human experience and except in death of the body, at
this time, ascending as physical capability on a general
scale is not an option.
Can you be “transported” elsewhere? YES
INDEED but NOT by your own doing, and most
certainly not without change of ASPECT and
rearrangement of everything from keeping blood from
clotting and frequencies from being so hyper-energized
as to kill you anyway. Moreover, WHAT WILL
YOU EAT FOR FUEL FOR THAT POD CALLED
BODY?
Yes WE have thought of these intriguing realities
and
HAVE
PREPARED
FOR
THOSE
CONTINGENCIES—IN YOUR BEHALF. BUT, as
crass and basic as it may hit you—we really are not
allowed nor is it desired to shift all of your evil human
intentions into the environments containing humanoid
beings. I AM NOT THE FINAL WORD, GOOD
READERS.
I suggest you consider your “WHAT IS”
circumstance because you are NOT going to have
RAPTURES in some manner of your “forgiven or selfassumed ‘salvation’”. I have already written on these
topics so I suggest you do some homework. We have
full “rescue” capability BUT YOU ARE PRETTY
MUCH STUCK WITH YOUR OWN ATTITUDES
AND CIRCUMSTANCES—AND WITH A
WORLD AS YOU HAVE BROUGHT IT INTO
BEING AND/OR DESTRUCTION.
THE EARTH WAS GIVEN INTO YOUR
HANDS—NOT MINE! GOD HAS PROVIDED
US WITH THE “WAY” TO GET OUR LITTLE
PORTION WORKING QUITE WELL—BUT NOT
“FOR” YOU—RATHER, perhaps, WITH you.
Am I just being hard or difficult? No, I share
what IS—not that which titillates your “would rather”
buttons.
I will ask that you pay close attention to that
which I am asking be shared regarding China and
India’s “SPACE” programs and recalculate where
expectations of better landing sites than downtown
New York might well be here in this “beginning
phase” in which YOU ARE.
I have no input into what you wish to believe,
have believed, might believe, believe possibly if proven
or what you might care to believe. Your “believing”
is not my business. My mandate accepted was to
give YOU enough provided TRUTH as to how it IS
to meet your needs. I did it and now continue to
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share along with pursuing the WAY as given unto us.
Twisting arms is not among my permits for operation.
I am continually amused at the numbers of people who
continue to negate my very presence and then continue
to demand input/output FROM me. If I have no trek
with you or position of even respect, why oh why do
YOU continue the kibitz for THE TRUTH is not going
to change and neither am I going to simply give you
what you WANT to hear or have already decided to
believe.
Yes, I am one of “those” cosmic extraterrestrials—BUT SO IS GOD, good buddies, SO IS
GOD!
Are “my friends and colleagues” impatient and
pretty much “out of patience” with you? Indeed,
indeed! You remain at a critical level of playing in
your own poop, chelas. You have evolved into killers
rather than creators. Is it TOO LATE? Perish that
thought, pilgrim, for “too late” HAS NO MEANING
WHATSOEVER!
I ask that the information requested and received
be inserted here and without further comment from
me—you are quite capable of being discerning and
doing some of your own HOMEWORK and please,
continue to be appreciative of John Ray who continues
to bring some of the more applicable items to our
attention. He is truly missed at the Newsdesk and
especially as we are buried under such a load of work
and debris as to be unable to address it all as in item
by item.
I would note one question which comes from the
articles offered: Why those areas? I think it would
be quite obvious that contacts and interchange are
going to take place where most secure, capable of
enabling the research necessary in the event of
integration and frankly, where there is less confusion,
population and “attack mode” stupidity. Your
individual arrogance is surely your downfall in almost
all possible intrigues. How long do you think a UFO
landing in Central Park or Gorby Park would be
possible? YOU DON’T HAVE THE PROPER
TECHNOLOGY MANDATED AND THEREFORE
OURS MUST BE THE ONES OF CHOICE. THAT
MEANS REALITY CHECKS ANY WAY YOU
CHOOSE TO CONSIDER ALTERNATIVES.
***
<http://www.indiadaily.com/editorial/11-01m-04.asp>
WHY ARE INDIAN SPACE RESEARCH
ORGANIZATION (ISRO) AND CHINA
NATIONAL SPACE ADMINISTRATION
(CNSA) TIGHT LIPPED ABOUT RECENT
ENCOUNTERS WITH UFOS?
IndiaDaily.com, 11/1/04
By Prem Hazarika
Indian sky has been the scene of numerous UFOs
in recent days. According to some of the Indian
Space Research Organization officials who are
officially tight lipped there are lots of excitement about
this topic. Many are hinting that in 2012 there will be
an official landing in six different countries all over the
world. India is one of the six chosen. The UFOs are
mainly performing scouting missions to establish
contacts with Indian Government and military. India
is being told on how to tackle the nuclear, space
technology and other advanced technologies.
India is definitely going to gain from these recent
encounters. One of the ISRO engineers recently
spoke about India’s most advanced secret project on
anti-gravity propulsion systems and the fact that some
scientists are in the process of studying this advanced
technology in a package form. When asked what he
really meant by “package” form, his reply was
readymade technologies made easy for absorption and
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utilization instead of invention.
In addition, Indian Air Force personnel also
indicated some interesting projects in Hindustan
Aeronautics Limited, India’s premiere organization for
avionic research, development and production. Three
of them were interesting on anti-gravity propulsion and
making crafts weightless. The stealth technology
project was also interesting—the mechanism of
making flying objects invisible real time.
It is true that ISRO engineers and technicians
were in different location of Himalayas and they are
still doing something near India China borders. It does
not make sense that they are preparing a spacecraftlaunching site in Haimalayas. Then why are they so
eager to position themselves in Himalayas?
Interestingly Chinese Space Organization—CNSA
(China National Space Administration) has also
undertaken similar activities on the other side of
Himalayas. Sources say they have undertaken similar
projects. And China is also one of the six nations
where such landings will take place in 2012.
For some reason, like USA and Russia (back then
Soviet Union) China is also backtracking on manned
lunar exploration! In Beijing, among some
Government inner circles, there is a profound rumor
that China is being “told” to abandon any manned
space journey above 100 miles from earth till 2012.
***

DEADLY. I suggest you not even swallow
mouthwash. Germs is not all that alcohol kills, my “not
me” friends.
If you missed the article to which I refer—please
feel free to go back and take a better look. [See
November 3, 2004 issue, World News Insights, page
14: “RUSSIAN EXPERT SAYS FLU EPIDEMIC
MAY KILL OVER ONE BILLION THIS YEAR”.]
***

LET’S TALK “FLU”

A BLAST FROM THE PAST
Haaretz, 11/5/04
By Amnon Barzilai

I asked that the historical article OFFERED
LAST PAPER regarding the first realization of “Flu”
viruses wiping out a swath of mankind on such a
massive scale as to be shocking, even today, and
where it was admitted there was/is no cure for many
of your more virulent forms of disease-causing
organisms. “Flu” is back with a vengeance, people,
and those “shots” aren’t going to be a drop in any
bucket of cure if this plague gets out of control.
I hope that you readers immediately thought:
COLLOIDS! What happens next is up to the
controlling manipulators. It makes John’s revelations
quite non-spectacular in perspective.
I have some even worse news for you who,
especially, think you have to have a “brew” or two—
these viruses now come in a form that literally feed
off the alcohol in the medications themselves and
actually convert the toxins to skull-and-bones poison.
If you begin to feel “Iffy” and think a “hot toddy”
might just help—STOP! A nice hot cup of tea with
cinnamon-honey and lemon juice is GOOD. Leave out
the “toddy”.
Yes I know: “Well, life just isn’t worth living if we
have to ……”
So, what’s the problem for if it isn’t worth living
then what difference could it possibly make? I would
ask a harder “same, same but different”: Is what you
are doing REALLY “living”? I wouldn’t have thought
a “brew” could possibly be worth one brain cell but I
find that apparently it is far more important than having
water instead. It appears that some of you who
already are so slow in processing thoughts have failed
to realize the very attack on yourself through abuse
and use of wrong things.
Alzheimer’s? Come on, people, much of it is a full
deterioration of a nervous networking system gone
defunct through something as casual as alcohol use.
That “shot” in the old cup of coffee is indeed
ENOUGH. Alcohol is debilitating and ultimately

CONTINUING DEBATE ABOUT ISRAEL’S
NUCLEAR OPTIONS
I am also quite weary of repeating and repeating
the warnings about Israel and nuclear holdings. Israel
has been nuclear ready FOR WAR USE since the
very early 1960s. This is not new news. Moreover,
they have stored YOUR GOLD in the same “reserve
compound” with those WMDs to protect the assets. It
has been an ongoing coalition effort to collect the gold
in order to gain control through the number ONE
protocol of those elder elders.
I do think it worthy of notice to run the article
about the U.S. knowing about those nuclear options all
the way back into the ’60s. Please just copy it into
this writing here:
****
<http://www.haaretz.com/hasen/spages/497841.html>

What did the U.S. know in the 1960s about
Israel’s nuclear option? Apparently, the U.S. knew
everything: Within six to eight years Israel would
conduct its first test and by 1975 it would have an
appropriate nuclear force, as a new study reveals.
In late October, 1964, Israel’s prime minister,
Levi Eshkol, sent a message to the president of the
United States, Lyndon Johnson. The message included
“a very personal and informal” request to postpone the
next visit of American government officials to the
nuclear reactor in Dimona. Eshkol asked to postpone
the visit until after the Knesset elections in November,
1965.
This request is one expression of the dispute that
had already begun over the development of the Israeli
nuclear project. One aspect of the dispute was the
pressure exerted by the U.S. to halt the project or to
ensure American supervision over it. Another aspect,
an internal one, peaked in a harsh disagreement
between Eshkol and David Ben-Gurion, who had
resigned from the position of prime minister a year and
a half earlier. Eshkol admitted that he had committed
to “seasonal supervision” of the reactor in Dimona, but
he feared that if he were compelled to fulfill this
commitment, he would come under fierce criticism by
Ben-Gurion and the others who had bolted Mapai to
form the Rafi faction in the Knesset. Eshkol explained
to U.S. administration officials that Rafi’s accusations
against him would be liable to hurt his political
standing.
Eshkol’s message to Johnson appears in a U.S.
State Department memorandum discovered by Dr.
Zaki Shalom, a senior researcher at Ben-Gurion
University. Shalom is currently publishing a study
entitled “From Dimona to Washington” about the
relationship between Israel and the U.S. during the
years 1960 through 1968, concerning the construction
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of the nuclear reactor in Dimona.
“Eshkol’s unusual request sent to the White House
is also one of the keys to the understandings that
ultimately developed between the U.S. and Israel with
regard to continuation of the nuclear project,” Shalom
says.
In 1963, John F. Kennedy had already dropped his
intention of squashing the Israeli nuclear plan and
adopted a policy of keeping a low profile. This
change, Shalom believes, was part of an attempt to
stabilize Eshkol’s leadership at any cost. The
American administration’s assessment was that it
would be easier to discuss the nuclear issue with
Eshkol than with Ben-Gurion.
On the eve of the Israeli elections in November,
1965, Shalom says, “Eshkol persuaded the Americans
that a blow to his political standing would bring BenGurion back to power. And there was nothing the
American administration wanted less than to see BenGurion return as prime minister.”
Shalom’s study of the argument between
Jerusalem and Washington over the development of
Israel’s nuclear capability is based entirely on
documents from official archives in the United States,
England and Canada. The documents clearly indicate
that in 1963 the American administration had a precise
timetable on the Israeli nuclear program: Within six to
eight years Israel would conduct its first nuclear test
and within 10 to 12 years—that is, 1973 to 1975—
Israel would have an appropriate nuclear force.
In order to ensure the capability of independent
launches, Israel also began to develop - with the
assistance of the French firm Marcel Dassault—a
two-stage, ground-to-ground Jericho missile, fueled by
solid propellant, with a range of about 500 kilometers
and capable of carrying nuclear warheads. The
missiles developed in Israel were similar to the
American Pershing missiles. Based on information the
American intelligence branches had in 1963 and on
memoranda the State Department sent to President
Kennedy, it appears that Israel decided to produce
between 200 and 300 missiles at a cost of $700,000 per
missile.
Shalom focuses on the enormous interest two
Democratic presidents in the 1960s—Kennedy and
Johnson—showed in the Israeli nuclear initiative. The
book examines their activities regarding this issue and
the pressure they exerted to ensure that the reactor in
Dimona would be under close supervision. Israel had
a ready answer to explain why it was building a
nuclear reactor—it was ostensibly intended to develop
energy for water desalination. But when questions
were asked about missile development, Israel stuttered
and stammered.
Robert Komer, who briefly served as Johnson’s
national security advisor in 1966, asked during a
discussion with the American president, “Why does
Israel need to spend hundreds of millions of dollars on
a project that has little [deterrent] benefit [as long as
it carries only conventional warheads]?” One can
understand from this question that the U.S. believed
the missiles were intended to carry nuclear
warheads. Myer “Mike” Feldman, a presidential
advisor from 1961 to 1965, pressed Eshkol to
inform the U.S. how many missiles Israel planned
to produce. The memorandum in the State
Department archives reveals that the Israeli prime
minister responded to Feldman’s prodding in the
style of a Jewish shopkeeper: “Perhaps five less,
or more than 25, perhaps 10, 20 or 30.”
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Questions of ambiguity
Some 40 years later, Israel is still concealing all
information about its nuclear capabilities, but an
unforeseen breach has been exposed. Though access
to relevant archive documents is still blocked in Israel,
the U.S. is ignoring Israel’s sensitivity regarding the
nuclear issue.
When Shalom began his research about four
years ago, some of the documents dealing with
foreign relations from 1963 to 1967 were
declassified in the presidential archives of Kennedy
and Johnson and in the national archives of the
U.S., Britain and Canada. Thus, a considerable
amount of material surfaced that documents
conversations between U.S. administration officials
and Israeli government leaders about the U.S.
demand to halt the development of Israel’s nuclear
capacity and allow full American supervision over the
activities at the nuclear facility in Dimona. These
documents, now accessible to the general public,
document the most intimate conversations about the
Israeli nuclear program and raise questions about
Israel’s continued policy of ambiguity and vagueness
regarding its nuclear status.
Shalom’s study reveals that the U.S., Britain and
Canada established a joint mechanism in Israel, through
their embassies, to collect information on the Israeli
nuclear program. The ambassadors and military
attaches exchanged and compared information about
the Israeli program and sent reports back to their
governments. The government of Israel also used this
mechanism, exploiting it to send messages, sometimes
as “trial balloons”.
In February, 1961, the British ambassador in Israel
raised a series of questions about the Dimona project.
The questions were passed on to Ben-Gurion, who
responded in a detailed letter that Israel harbored no
intention of producing nuclear arms. Nonetheless, he
emphasized that Israel was surrounded by hostile
countries and that it would be difficult to assess the
future.
According to Shalom, “In these words, BenGurion officially raised the nuclear option as a
possibility that Israel might choose if certain
changes take place in the diplomatic and strategic
reality in which it operates.” Shalom says that BenGurion “had no doubt that this clarification would
also be passed along to the American
administration. Nonetheless, it was comfortable for
him at that stage to gauge the anticipated response
via the British government, without risking a direct
confrontation with the American administration.”
Shalom discovered the clarifications Ben-Gurion
sent to the British ambassador in a report written
by the Canadian ambassador to Israel; he found
this report in the archives of Canada’s Department
of Foreign Affairs and International Trade. BenGurion had already used this same tactic in a
meeting with Canada’s prime minister, John
Diefenbaker, the day before meeting with President
Kennedy on May 30, 1960. Ben-Gurion told
Diefenbaker that Israel was likely to build an
experimental facility that would produce a limited
quantity of plutonium each year. This was a clear
hint that Israel planned to build the capacity for
producing nuclear weaponry.
“But,” Shalom notes, “Diefenbaker did not fall off
his chair when he heard this, so Ben-Gurion could
assume that his meeting with President Kennedy would
also be conducted in relative calm.”

No quick grab
The documents also indicate that the warnings
Ben-Gurion sounded in his talks with U.S. government
officials about Israel’s susceptibility to sudden attack
and destruction by Arab states eventually fell upon
attentive ears (though after he was no longer prime
minister). The U.S. government ultimately enabled
Israel to develop the nuclear option. One of Shalom’s
conclusions is that this nuclear development was not
the result of a quick grab by two or three Israeli prime
ministers. He presents the surprising conclusion that,
due to U.S. pressure on Israel, the decision-making
process regarding the development of nuclear
capability was more open and democratic in Israel than
in any other country in the world.
The United States developed its nuclear weapons
in the secret Manhattan Project, and the citizens of the
U.S. and the world learned of the American nuclear
project only after the bombings of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki. In Israel, on the other hand, there was
intense public debate throughout the 1960s and 1970s,
Shalom notes. The argument over the logic of
developing a nuclear capability took place within the
ruling party—Yigal Allon and Yisrael Galili were
prominent opponents—and in the academic world, and
was widely reported in the press.
Many publications have appeared in Israel and the
world about the development of the Israeli nuclear
facility. In March 1965, the New York Times reported
that representatives of the U.S. administration visited
the Dimona reactor. This published report aroused a
storm in Israel. The Rafi faction, led by Ben-Gurion,
accused Eshkol of capitulating to American pressure.
Eshkol’s associates complained that the American
administration was responsible for leaking news of the
Dimona visit to the media. In their view, it proved
that Israel could not place complete faith in the
administration’s ability to be a full partner on such a
secret and sensitive issue as the nuclear project.
Israel the poker player
Dr. Zaki Shalom’s study appears four years after
the Hebrew publication of the controversial book by
Dr. Avner Cohen, Israel and the Bomb, which deals
with the development of Israel’s nuclear capability.
Cohen’s book was delayed for a long time due to
arguments raised by Yehiel Horev, the Defense
Ministry’s director of security. Horev claimed that the
book includes information that could harm Israel’s
security.
Shalom’s book does not deal with the development
of the nuclear project, but focuses on the construction
of an Israeli nuclear option. “What is exciting,”
Shalom says, “is the Israeli success in creating an
image of reliable deterrence without having to publicly
prove its nuclear capability. In this sense, Israel is
similar to a poker player who succeeds in creating the
impression among the other players at the table that
he holds all of the winning cards, despite the fact that
he does not show them.”
****
Next while moving on let us speak briefly about
the incredible potential for currency collapse as to
dollar holdings while considering the botched up blight
brought forth by the IMF, WB and generally, the IBC
and all the corrupt and greedy game players in
corporate market worlds of fraud and chaos.
Just stay alert, please. Last Friday the 5th the
dollar hit an ALL-TIME LOW AGAINST THE
EURO. Is that bad enough? No, it will get far worse,
so stay tuned as manipulation picks up in gold, silver
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and the you name it, markets.
What will happen to our program as considering
GAIA? When we have the proper arrangements with
the gold to which we “should” gain access, it makes
not one iota of difference to us WHAT CURRENCY
IS USED.
It actually doesn’t matter ANYWAY but since gold
backs the GAIA accounting through the U.S., originally
in dollars, it takes some conversion mathematics and the
hope that there is enough gold in the U.S. “treasury” to
cover the debt owed is quite questionable. However,
since we put a cap on the outrageous potential, we have
a meaningful measure against which to work instead of
off-the-map nonsense.
I would suggest, however, that a lot of that nice gold
shipped to the Negev might better serve by bringing it
home from whence it went traveling abroad. Israelis are
NOT IMMUNE TO NUCLEAR FALLOUT and gold
will become deadly in such radiation but quite SECURE
for billions of years to come. Other than this observation
we don’t need to pursue the topic to its ending fragments.
When you have nothing backing a currency—so be it for
it will eventually collapse.
One more short article off the Internet might give an
idea of global anticipation of problems already hitting the
political lie and cheat circles.
You will also concern with “oil prices”, etc.?
Truly—WHAT CAN YOU DO ABOUT IT? I
THOUGHT NOT! You will either buy “their” gas or
you will park your gas-eating wheels. You will either be
cold or buy “their” fuel. Is there a choice? Well, my
day sometimes doesn’t go too well either. Of course
there are “choices” but you haven’t been able to have
them and THAT is the incredible bottom line.
Well so, you have a new U.S. President again
elected and perhaps he will fix everything “this” time
around? It isn’t too likely is it? Perhaps the most
amusing thing globally is the claim that Dubya won
because of the “MORAL” vote and down-to-earth
Christian attitudes. Oh, and killing BUNCHES of people
everywhere around the globe is MORAL? Whose “right
to life” do you consider, citizen? And, oh yes, “stem cell”
research from fetal offcasts? Who will you “treat”?
These are very interesting considerations, TO ME. What
are you doing, people? What, in the world, are you
doing?
Add in the “Dollar” article and then please allow
us to get on about our work at hand. I have plenty
of “time”—you do not.
****
<www.chicagotribune.com/business/chi0411060221nov06,1,2230220.story>
DOLLAR AT ALL-TIME LOW VS. EURO
‘GLOBAL SKEPTICISM’ ON U.S. ECONOMY
Chicago Tribune, 11/6/04
The dollar hit an all-time low against the euro
Friday, falling on worries about oil prices and concern
about the U.S. trade and budget deficits.
A Labor Department report showing that the
economy added 337,000 jobs last month boosted the
dollar earlier in the day. But then it resumed its
downward trend, and later in the day the euro reached
a new high of $1.2964, surpassing the previous peak
of $1.2925, set in February.
The 12-nation euro, introduced on currency
markets in 1999 and in its cash form in 2002, is now
nearly 60 percent above its all-time low against the
dollar of 82 cents in October 2000.
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Oil prices, which remain relatively high despite a
pullback in recent days, have raised doubts about the
strength of the U.S. economy. That’s on top of
concerns about high U.S. trade and budget deficits,
which have weighed on the dollar for months.
Economists say sentiment has turned so strongly
against the dollar that positive news about the U.S.
economy has little impact on its slide.
Dorothea Huttanus, an economist at DZ Bank in
Frankfurt, cited “global skepticism about the U.S.
economy because of oil prices” and persistent concern
over the U.S. deficits. She noted that although the
labor market figures were “outstanding”, they only
boosted the dollar for about an hour.
“If a payrolls [number] like this can’t cause the
dollar to rally, it’s the clearest signal that there is
something seriously wrong with the dollar,” said David
Bloom, a currency strategist at HSBC Holdings PLC
in London.
Commerzbank analyst Christoph Balz said he
expected to see the euro rise as high as $1.31 but to
settle lower in the long term.
French President Jacques Chirac said Friday he
was “a little bit worried about the weakness of the
dollar” and how it could affect European exports and
the economy. He hinted that the European Union
should take action.
But Chancellor Gerhard Schroeder of Germany,
whose economic recovery has been fueled by strong
export growth, played down concerns over the dollar’s
weakness.
****
Perhaps if you consider the points that only touch
a bit on the myriad of considerations, you can go back
and do some reasonable research if you remain serious
about my input or opinion but that, friend, is up to you.
And no, do not flock to “here” for this team uses only
cold water to save on electricity just to stay the course
another day and somehow the outgo is always one
way—out. Loans are the typical “gift” taking modus
operandi while nobody “else” can even pay for a
meeting place. It may well be quite interesting when
we are pushed into “just saying no”. It seems the only
place to go for free is Hell! Please give this
observation a bit more than overview.
I have been told by one in the past couple of days
as “it” blasted away at us for lack of solving their
problems: If you don’t produce NOW, I am “out of
here”. Oh, ok, it was sometimes nice to know you,
have a nice journey to wherever you are going in such
an all-fired hurry. We didn’t notice you fixing
ANYTHING to help us get this job done other than
quibble, demand, and of all things, threaten. So be it
and may the choices to come, for you, be better than
“this” one.
We ARE getting our task accomplished—even
that one working toward that commodity of the
centuries—money. Of course it is slow, for everyone
wants something for NOTHING and the “nothing”
stops here somehow in demand that we provide the
“something”. Oh well, what else is new in
Wonderland? Some of you dump all your solutions
onto us. My question is why haven’t you done this
job? Why haven’t you solved these earth-salvaging
problems? Why haven’t YOU fixed it? Our program
is NOT BROKEN, it simply awaits its proper
sequence of time and events to BEGIN in order to
properly keep moving. We care about each and every
opinion but we cannot do anything about it otherwise
so please know “we care” and thus may the problem
YOU SOLVE be yours and not in usurping ours
already under “solution”.
GCH
dharma
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TA/FDN Developments
Call For Sanity Check
11/1/04—#1 (18-77)
MON., Nov. 1, 2004 7:10 A.M. YR 18, DAY 77
Manila, Philippines

yet is presented as honor to the departed “All Saints”
of which every departed seems to require waiting in
the cemetery, rain or shine, feast or famine, to weave
more stories of outrageous tales of fancy. The bigger
RE: MY CALENDAR ENDS—COULD IT liar wins the free burial coffin, which is hand-carved
MEAN... ?—DJE/D
yet. Well, the ghost stories still can’t match the real,
live fiction of the day, anyplace World.
* * *
OXY-MORONS RULE THE DAY
TA FDN MEETING OF THE BOARD
I have, believe it or not, been asked for some
“weekly update” from this desk keyboard. Well, fine,
but it requires a daily diary to even begin to touch on
the topics of mind-blowing and ongoing urgency, not to
mention mayhem.
So, on the second day of Nov., 2004 the U.S.
votes on who will rule the roost? Hardly, a WORLD
watches to see whom to blame for everything amiss,
next.
Whole columns in the local Philippine papers are
given as to why, and especially the Philippines, the
world can’t vote in those U.S. elections since
everything in the world “is run by the U.S.”. As a
U.S. citizen being in a position of distant travel location
“can’t” vote—our ballots didn’t reach us even though
a totally INCORRECT name and address packet
reached us—from right here in Manila—and as
registered mail no less. Oh well.
Oh yes, oxy-moronic update: “Philippine diplomats
sent to Kabul to negotiate release of Filipino”. There
is NO SUCH THING as a “Philippine ‘diplomat’”.
Then we can move on from that standpoint.
What is taking place with us and your interests
here today? Well nothing, I guess, because my tally
calendar ran out yesterday and thus perhaps the world
ended? Surely enough it “appears” the same as
yesterday and, as well, as the expectation of tomorrow
yet to flit through like an invisible light wave. I’m sure
the computer-kid will issue me some more calendar
days but what of those other “invisible light waves”?
Things look any way you choose to interpret—but
documented and ongoing activities in this myriad of
choices experience change like the winds of chaos.
Am “I” older today than yesterday? Of course!
I have experienced another day and by all means it
seems to represent a couple of dozen lifetimes since
we got up yesterday morning and yet NOTHING
“seems” changed. I must go back and consult Little
Crow for I don’t particularly like the other possibilities
pouring in so quickly as to be unable to address them.
I have asked that the most recent update on
potential scientific technology as relates to the world
of “Bearden” be shared in the paper.
Now next, and sorry about this, friends: Get
information from “Our Lady of Fatima” as is also
being recently referenced and catch your breath from
Russia’s participation to the Japanese Yakuza. If you
believe in “end times” it just might gain your attention
just a tad while work goes on “as if” there is some
hope for tomorrow. After that, we will refer everyone
back to basics and the realization that we actually
create and develop whatever comes to pass in our
ongoing vision and playground of human expression.
Today is a BIG holiday here in the Philippines
which goes right along with Halloween and Satan and

Wow, what an interesting week and where oh
where does one start and then interrupt while still not
having anything more than trigger points for memory,
for there are not enough pages in any book to
adequately cover everything.
So, for the fifth time in a row we had a shut-down
(out) of ability to actually do anything more than “talk
and blather” in endless languages and points totally
non-existent just the day before but fortunately new
material came to further confuse and entertain. To
take the most recent receiving as other than
entertainment is impossible but made possible by
acceptance of the absolute absurdities as seriously
meaningful.
In our hope of demanding, at the least, a quorum
we were again thwarted by the same parties who had
to make visits to hospital and you name it, along with
side-swapping and actually, frustration over “naptime”. (Literally.) The meeting was at 2:00 pm. No
comment further about it but we changed the time
back to 10 a.m. every other Saturday and we will wait
and see while time passes and nobody does anything
except US.
It was a good and interesting observation of
serious Tagalog (language) show-and-tell with
remarkable ability to miss every point presented in the
tale of registered mail.
From the Gilarmi came a call on Friday that “you
have mail”. Oh, OK, someone at Gilarmi who knows
us well had received and signed for the delivery and
we thanked them much and EJ collected it
immediately.
There were two registered pieces—both totally
misdirected, misspelled as to even the names and the
address totally screwed. Now this stuff came from
the very “Prince” himself who had to have had all the
PROPER information right at his hand. We know that
the messages were FROM DA PRINCE, who isn’t a
prince, because it had his signature, oath and right
thumbprint given as identification and notary backup
(also fake). Oh well.
One envelope was addressed to Mrs. Dory and J.
Eicker, Gilarme Apartment, Makati Avenue, Makati
City, METRO MANILA (everything is WRONG).
The other envelope was addressed to Cenon
Marcos, Gilarme Apartment, Makati Avenue, Makati
City, METRO MANILA.
Oh, OK? No, not “OK”. Flukeville exaggerated.
There was no way to have gotten the material to us
except through fluke and fantasy. Thank you, GOD!
The papers contained an affidavit from Tallano that
started right out with a big lie as to having been “first
duly sworn” (that claim will do him totally “In” all by
itself).
It was all addressed to the Securities and
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Exchange Commission as an “affidavit of complaint”
while information poured like vinegar without ability to
discern the cause of the complaint itself until we found
that somehow there was a wish to have the SEC
dissolve the FDN. No chance, we just celebrated our
annual event on Thursday, Oct. 14 th—all in good
standing, all documents in good order and all required
filings, even to updates of “Articles” nicely filed—
PROPERLY.
It was never established as to WHY “Eickers”
[also spelled Eickkers] were even involved other than
as some kind of a side-kick for use of getting some
modicum of clearance for perchance getting cleared
as to mailing registered letters.
If we choose to respond to this garbage we have
at least a dozen outright lies and antics to hang good
Prince of Wonderland. We will just wait,
however, and see what, if anything at all,
the SEC might do to bury the thing before
it blossoms—called “nipped in the bud”.
That is: Da Prince’s bud!
Cenon Marcos was having a frustration
breakdown, however, and it was a good
opportunity to carefully point about the
dozens of totally incompetent and irrationally
irresponsible claims and antics. Tallano had
included an affidavit, as well, from Victor
Miraflor who claimed his name and
thumbprint on the founding documents were
forged and ID numbers given (BY HIM
PERSONALLY) were not valid. Oh
goodness, gracious me—talk about
compounding your own position in outright
stupidity, this is a good show.
Victor is one of the ones who was
selling services to people trying to sell
property he claimed Ekkers were buying
(remember the hotel and helicopter
incident?) and he had to collect money to do
the documents and get our sign-offs. We
never found out how many got scammed on
that one before it came to our attention but
what an interesting turn of events.
It is hard to believe that these people
would be so stupid as to now go further and
add this to their bungled mess of causes of
criminal actions. We did have a good bit of
fun, however, to find that “Prince” had also
attached an “Annex” to the affidavit, which
reflected something he had labeled “Third
Amended Letter of Administratorship in
Favor of Prince Julian Morden Tallano” to
which he also affixed his SIGNATURE and
THUMBPRINT. (Matching correctly, no
less.)
OK, in that “letter”, dated June, 27, 1991, it seems
he personally RE-WROTE the statements in the
WILLs of his deceased forebears as to land
distribution, titles and even to gold holdings “lent” to the
Central Bank (785,000 metric TONS) for which it is
assumed that some rental payments were made.
Now, readers, 785,000 tons is interesting enough even
if you fail to remember our prior writings on the topic.
Ah but: In this affidavit of October 22, 2004 (but
also stating at “Signature”, August 2, 2004), the amount
of gold reflected is, catch your breath and hold it:
“Two Million Five Hundred Thousand Metric tons
(2.5M tons) lent by the Tallano Royal Families to
the Republic of the Philippines, as gold reserves
during the ESTABLISHMENT of the Central Bank
of the Philippines (NOT BANGKO SENTRAL OF
1993) which are now missing due to manipulation
of then and late President E. Marcos, to the
damage of the said royal clans….” We hope there
will be room to run all of this stuff because it is a

treasure of reference material. This claim would
indicate Tallano has supporting documents.
If nothing else this proves that Julian Morden
Tallano has no business running any business of any
ESTATE of ANYONE. He is either pathologically
compromised or, more certainly, incapable of
administration of even his own life as is evidenced by
his very “LIFE” itself.
I do ask that our agreement with this man and
Miraflor of June 7, 2002 (Letter of Intent) be re-run
here for background for judging our own SANITY.
Further due diligence uncovered that we would also be
responsible under that agreement to reclaim that which
was removed or moved by Ferdinand E. Marcos and
a sorting of lands already issued to the various
Sultanates. Wow, and now it gets thicker and deeper:

“2.5 M. TONS” worth.
OK, so we move on because I do have a day to
sort this week’s hits and misses, we will move to EJ’s
meeting earlier with some people we will leave
unnamed to protect innocent parties.
EJ did, in fact, go TO these parties instead of
meeting here to protect all parties and it was a dandy
meeting. EJ shared the Bearden stuff because
journalists were involved and we like to share where
possible. Ah but, there were lawyers present, as well,
to find out other information re: Tallano (GAIA is
cleared and brings little attention or debate).
This went well and off the lawyers went to dig a
bit and check into the state of affairs of injunctions,
etc., at the Court of Appeals (CA). It was suggested
that there would have to be a MAJOR sum payoff to
“de judges” in the case to get the gold inventoried.
Payoff was instantly declined so then comes a claim
that the “land case” had been heard and ruled on by
the Supreme Court (SC) against Tallano. Wrong.
The Supreme Court en banc ruling was against the
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adverse parties and actually, therefore, clearing the
Tallano claim to the titles.
Well, we aren’t into “titles” or land acquisition or
disposition, ourselves, so who cares. There is need to
proceed with our other agreements to the best of our
ability and from there we have to move. However,
the higher-elite scared the britches off the lawyers and
they don’t want to even use the word “Tallano” any
longer.
Please remember, friends, that Judge R. is OUR
GAIA ATTORNEY and was the Judge (last) in the
Tallano rulings. He sits in on the FDN meetings to
keep it honest and properly interpreted. We will have
to now run by him the SC claims to prove we are not
nuts and fidgets. We need DAILY meetings just to
sort the ongoing impacts but we can’t afford it and
talking everything to death doesn’t solve
anything.
Among the other claims of Tallano
is that he had a working FDN already
established, blah, blah, blah and in fact
the SEC has a record of one of them in,
it appears, sometime about 2001 but it
reflects nothing of the COURT
ORDERED ENTITY. Moreover,
NOTHING further shows as to that
entity as to requirements of the SEC.
Therefore nothing about the
“incorporation” is valid or current. But
the interesting point here is that Prince
quotes: “Ordering the Administrator,
Julian M. Tallano to do the following
acts And function for and in behalf of
the landowners, here to wit.” FIRST
ORDER OF THE DAY: “ORGANIZE
AND ESTABLISH FOUNDATION IN
THE NAME OF DON ESTEBAN
BENITEZ TALLANO AND DON
GREGORIO MADRIGAL ACOP TO
PURSUE THE OBJECTIVES…”
OK SO FAR?
THAT WAS
ACCORDING TO AN ORDER OF
CLARIFICATORY
DECISION
RENDERED ON JANUARY 19,
1976.
Oh my; 25 years later still in
contempt of court by establishing the
WRONG Foundation and NOW IT IS
29 YEARS STILL IN CONTEMPT
OF THE VERY FIRST ORDER
HANDED DOWN TO THIS
“ADMINISTRATOR TALLANO”.
Do we consider this some kind of
bad news? No, certainly not, for it
points up the utter lack of good management in
BEHALF OF THE FILIPINO PEOPLE to whom a
minimum of 50% of the wealth is bequeathed directly
by and through the courts.
If you want to consider 2.5 M. Tons of gold, half
isn’t bad! How about 250 Tons? Indeed a good, very
good, start! Ah but, we still have to get through the
bank doors and past the IMF-WB ARMY OF
CRIMINALS.
I would guess that the next move will be to
establish our “personality” as some kind of participant
or replacement for the person of “administrator” to
gain recognition of the court system in order to fulfill
our other requirements at the SEC for a full accounting
of the Estate, the FDN, AND whatever else now falls
to the FDN now established and in good standing—
except for those missing documents stashed and
refused
turnover
BY
THE
FORMER
ADMINISTRATOR OF THE ESTATE, JULIAN
MORDEN TALLANO who still shows as Chairman,
“soon emeritus” and certainly “missing”.
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Tallano went even further in his affidavit, under
oath, and said he had never even attended a meeting
of the FDN. Oh? Wow, he not only attended a
major meeting of the FDN but made a pure ass of
himself along with the four-five (can’t remember
which) people he dragged in with him. My goodness
gracious, it appears every encounter with VK Durham
is reflected in our life over and over again—AH BUT,
with total lack of even a notion of concern or
impatience. Once experienced, in fact, it becomes the
exercise fun of the moment. We are finally getting
somewhere, team-mates.
Will we live long enough? Certainly, because
“long enough” has no meaning whatsoever without full
limitation guidelines offered in this “contract”. Some
days it has already been “too long”.
I would share another notation of interest about
this particular day called All Saints. There is so much
taking place at the cemeteries which needs monitoring,
like drug exchanges and weapons removal, that the city
itself is all but shut-down to allow the police to be in
the cemeteries also. Our view of a bustling city is like
looking out over an empty cemetery this morning.
There must be more to “this” than “THIS”. And yet,
an inversion layer had brought the pollution right down
to meet the ground so all the better to spread disease
and interchange germs and yes, spoiled food poisoning.
HOT and damp, picnics in the graveyards while the
poisoning may well take out a few (population) the
“love-in” will add MORE and MORE and MORE,
without parents, without food and without, without,
without!
The desire here is just to go crawl back UNDER
the bed—except that with its broken legs and feet it
is a waverly 2 inches, only, off the floor. I guess I’ll
just go turn on CNN and watch the show-and-tell of
who blows up whom, beheads whom and without the
wisdom of forefathers—kills the intent of democracy
and FREEDOM. Do we lay odds about a good and
immediate presidential decision? Anyone for fiasco
and debacle?
We understand that it will be a “good” election
process because of the new abundance of electronic
voting? Who in hell are we kidding? We can’t even
keep the viruses out of our email so welcome aboard
ye Elite of the Controllers. Do we have a favorite?
Yes indeed, but he isn’t running. I even keep hoping
for SuperFund Daddy for obvious credibility reasons but
there is such a falling out between Washington and
Manila that it is not likely to evolve. We have
encountered “stranger” things, however. This very
week has presented with several examples [not
publishable] for current reminding.
Keep smiling as we hear it causes less wrinkles
than frowning. Besides, in the midst of chaos your
smile causes others to smile back and that makes us
all look totally idiotic in the face of “imminent” gain or
disaster—whichever strikes first. It truly is all in the
perception and on which side of the street we find
selves.
May the “Force” be with us because I, for one,
am ready to win a round or two in this game laid forth
for our participation. We know on whose side we
serve; we just can’t have human vision to see beyond
the veil in full clarity—which may well be a good thing.
I believe, truly, we want the “knowing” so we can
STOP MAKING AN EFFORT to change anything.
In fact, if the end of the world happens this afternoon
most of us will hope we didn’t wash the dishes for
nothing. Obviously we will each be exactly where we
are in any event.
Love and our very best wishes filled with HOPE
so that, at the least, we all “feel better” in the
continuing journey.
DJE
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Electromagnetic Weapons
& Asymmetrical Warfare
By T.E. Bearden (Part Two)
With gratitude and appreciation to Tom
Bearden and <www.cheniere.org>, we continue
with this presentation of amazing “super-science”
developments in an effort to give this information
the widest possible circulation at this time.
SCALAR ELECTROMAGNETIC WEAPONS
AND THEIR TERRORIST USE:
IMMEDIATE STRATEGIC ASPECTS OF THE
ASYMMETRIC WAR ON THE U.S.
By T. E. Bearden, 10/13/04
Drafted Sept. 11, 2004 on the Third Anniversary of
9/11/01
7. OUR ARCHAIC AND FLAWED SITUATION
IN CEM/EE TODAY
Sadly, electrical engineering departments still
erroneously teach EM force fields and EM transverse
EM force field waves in space, which still assumes the
old luminiferous material ether {1 }, even though it was
falsified in 1887 by the Michelson-Morley experiments
{2 }.
Jackson, one of the superb classical
electrodynamicists of our day, at least admits the
problem and also admits that electrodynamicists
continue to ignore it. He states {3 }:
“Most classical electrodynamicists continue
to adhere to the notion that the EM force field
exists as such in the vacuum, but do admit that
physically measurable quantities such as force
somehow involve the product of charge and
field.”
In summary, one does not have electromagnetic
force until the “force-free precursor field in space” is
interacting with charged mass. It can easily be seen
by examining the simple standard EM equation F =
Eq, and writing it as F º Eq so that it becomes a true
definition. Now let q = 0, as it would be in space. In
that case, F = 0, even though E ¹ 0. In that identity,
force is the ongoing interaction—of the force-free Efield in space—with charged mass q. Given q and its
interaction with force-free E, that ongoing interaction
is the rigorous definition of—and generatrix for—force
itself. What is missing from the identity and therefore
the definition is that F and E are at right angles to
each other because of the spin of the charged particles
comprising q.
Again, let q = 0, while E remains nonzero. In that
case, there is no ongoing interaction of E with charged
matter, since there is no charged matter. Therefore
the effect of such a reaction—force F—goes to zero
because there is no interaction and therefore there
is no effect of an interaction. So the equation
should really be written as an identity, to show clearly
that force is produced by, and exists as, an ongoing
interaction of the force-free E-field in space with
charged matter q.

The sharp-eyed reader will note that we may have
(hopefully successfully!) solved Feynman’s force
definition problem, at least electromagnetically: An
electromagnetic force in static charged matter is
identically the ongoing effect (in the static charged
matter) of an ongoing interaction of the force-free
EM field in space with that static charged matter.
Further, the direction of the force field effect is at right
angles to the direction of the primary force-free EM
field in space.
Eminent scientists such as Feynman, Wheeler,
Lindsay, Margenau, Bunge, and many others have
pointed out that there are no force fields in space.
But our electrical engineering departments and
classical Maxwell-Heaviside electrodynamicists refuse
to change and correct the horribly flawed CEM/EE
model.
Repeating for emphasis, Feynman {22} stated it
this way:
“…the existence of the positive charge, in
some sense, distorts, or creates a “condition” in
space, so that when we put the negative charge in,
it feels a force. This potentiality for producing a
force is called an electric field.”
In other words, a “force-free condition in pure
mass-free space”—which only has the capability to
interact with a charged mass and thus create force in
that ongoing interaction—is what a true E-field is.
Feynman understood that true fields were naught but
conditions in space itself, and change in space itself.
He clearly understood that only the interaction of the
field with charged mass, should some be introduced,
produces EM force fields in that mass.
So our present EEs have absolutely no notion at all
of what a force-free EM field in mass-free space
really is. They have never even calculated a real
E-field in space, and they do not do so today—nor
do their professors and their textbooks.
8. OTHER SEVERE FOUNDATIONS ERRORS
IN OUR CEM/EE
Indeed, the inane CEM/EE model still erroneously
assumes a flat spacetime (falsified since at least 1916),
an inert vacuum (falsified since at least 1930), and a
material ether (falsified more than a century ago). It
also assumes that every EM field, EM potential, and
joule of EM energy in the universe is and has been
freely created out of nothing at all, by the associated
source charge, which is assumed to continuously emit
real observable EM energy without any energy input
at all. In so doing, the CEM/EE model implicitly
assumes the universal violation of the conservation of
energy law.
Every EE department, professor, and textbook
in the United States unwittingly advocates the total
violation of energy conservation, without even
recognizing it. So do our National Academy of
Sciences, National Science Foundation, Department of
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Energy, great national laboratories, our intelligence
analysts—and the entire Taliban-like professional
Skeptic community¾by not pointing out the known
terrible errors in classical electrodynamics and electrical
engineering, and by not correcting the flawed model!
9. THE DEVELOPMENT OF SCALAR
INTERFEROMETRY
There are two papers by E. T. Whittaker, one in
1903 {18} and the other in1904 {19}, that detail the
beginning of scalar interferometry. Shortly after WW
II, these two papers are what the Soviet Union
scientists used as one of the starting points to develop
a secret weapons science called energetics. From
their new science of energetics, they first developed
very powerful scalar interferometers (now possessed
secretly by at least 10 nations worldwide, and even by
the Japanese Yakuza). For a deeper understanding of
scalar interferometry, a higher group symmetry
electrodynamics must be used {13}, instead of the
Standard Model’s limited U(1) electrodynamics.
From Russia, the Yakuza also took back the actual
scalar interferometry technology to Japan with them,
and set up production facilities of their own. It is not
the Japanese government that is doing this, but it is the
Japanese Mafia and a remnant of the Aum Shinrikyo
(which changed its name to Aleph). [We might tend
to dispute the criminal nature of governments
with Mr. Bearden but will not do so at the
expense of detracting from his excellent
presentation.] The Yakuza is very powerful, and it
penetrates the Japanese government and also every
large Japanese company. If one is dealing with a
large Japanese company, one is dealing with the
Yakuza, whether one knows it or not.
In 1997, then Secretary of Defense William
Cohen—at a conference on Weapons of Mass
Destruction (WMD), held in Georgia under the
auspices of Senator Sam Nunn—publicly confirmed this
kind of electromagnetic weaponry without the technical
details. He also confirmed the weather engineering,
climate control, induction of earthquakes, and
stimulation of volcanoes into eruption. SecDef Cohen
stated {4 }:
“Others [terrorists] are engaging even in an
eco-type of terrorism whereby they can alter the
climate, set off earthquakes, volcanoes remotely
through the use of electromagnetic wave. ... So
there are plenty of ingenious minds out there
that are at work finding ways in which they can
wreak terror upon other nations. It’s real, and
that’s the reason why we have to intensify our
efforts, and that’s why this is so important.”
This was the first time (and to my knowledge, the
only time) a high U.S. government official has openly
confirmed the superweapons. So obviously certain
parts of our government do know about such weapons,
but there has been little or no communication of that
to the public, save by SecDef Cohen’s illuminating
statement.
The news media at the time—panting heavily after
the juicy Clinton-Lewinsky sex scandal—totally ignored
Cohen’s epochal strategic statement. So much for the
perspicacity of our news media!
10. THE YAKUZA STRATEGIC ROLE IN OUR
PRESENT TERRORISM THREAT
Today the Yakuza/Aum Shinrikyo is one of our
deadly foes, and it will be involved in the planned,
scheduled destruction of the United States within about
three years from now. One major part of the plan
seems to be to start destroying the U.S. central power

grid and system beginning about two years from now,
very gradually at first 5 , and then escalating fairly
rapidly until the system is essentially destroyed and in
ruins. There are already sufficient terrorist assets
inserted into the U.S.—being held ready and waiting—
to destroy the nation, particularly when the use of
Yakuza strategic and tactical scalar interferometers
are factored in. One keeps hoping that the
Administration will brief that fact to the U.S. public,
but it appears it will not be done, regardless of
whether we have a Republican or Democratic
administration in power. Too many high level
government people take the attitude that the
American public just could not withstand such
information. Further, within the government the
entourage seems to have again suppressed the
information that Defense Secretary Cohen confirmed.
The Yakuza strategic threat to the U.S. is one of
the most potent we face today, and it increases year
by year. That threat—as is much of the organized
international terrorist threat—is being generally
coordinated from the old die-hard Communist faction
of the FSB/KGB, the dominant faction.
11. SUPPRESSION OF “ENERGY-FROM-THEVACUUM” ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
Electrical power systems freely taking their energy
from the vacuum (EFTV) rather than from fuel, are
suppressed worldwide by several large and powerful
cartels—and for some time the Yakuza has
suppressed such Japanese EFTV systems in Japan.
As part of their schedule and plan to destroy our
electrical power supply as a means of generating the
catastrophic collapse of the U.S. economy, the Yakuza
have suppressed several legitimate Japanese overunity
electrical power systems—such as the Takahashi
magnetic Wankel engine {6 } and the Kawai motor
{7 }—to prevent them from being marketed.
Were these already-developed Japanese systems
allowed on the market, they would quickly resolve the
world energy crisis for once and for all, and they
would also enable dismantling and rapid replacement of
the horridly vulnerable, centralized U.S. electrical
power system. Needless to say, the availability of such
systems would enormously clean up the biospheric
contamination from energy-related operations and
development, alleviate global warming, etc.
It is asinine that, in every EM circuit and system,
all the field energy and potential energy already comes
directly from the vacuum, being extracted by the
source charges and dipolarities, and yet our own
scientific community perpetuates a model assuming the
energy is freely created out of nothing at all.
We do not have to discover how to extract
usable EM energy from the seething vacuum; every
charge in the universe already continuously does
that, and it continuously gushes forth real EM
energy extracted from its vacuum interaction. All
we have to do is uncover and eliminate the continuing
limitations our scientists have unwittingly incorporated
into the CEM/EE model itself—such as in the
ubiquitous closed current loop circuit containing the
source dipolarity (the source of flowing potential
energy) wired into the external circuit as a load to be
continually destroyed—and such as insisting on
invariance and Lorentz symmetry of the model
because of the “mathematical beauty” in symmetrized
equations and an invariant system. By “invariance”
one means that no new net observable is allowed to
occur when the equations are regauged. To do that
requires symmetrical regauging.
On the other hand, by deliberately breaking up the
invariance and violating Lorentz symmetry, the
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resulting modified circuits and systems can indeed
rather freely collect excess energy (i.e., asymmetrically
regauge themselves) from the active vacuum’s
interaction with all the circuit’s charges and the
continuous, free flow of real EM energy from every
charge. By asymmetrical regauging, a net nonzero,
free force field is also produced, and it can then be
used to freely dissipate the previously-collected “free
potential energy” in external loads to power them
almost “for free”, as far as any cost to the operator
for the energy dissipated. No law of physics is
violated, and no valid law of thermodynamics is
violated once the erroneous Second Law is corrected
and is no longer the oxymoron and “half law” it
presently is.
Sometimes simple equations contain profound
truths. From any fixed source of potential V, any
amount of energy W can be freely collected on
intercepting charges q, given sufficient q. The simple
equation is W = Vq. Further, by only increasing V,
while pinning a fixed amount of charges q so that i =
dq/dt = 0, any amount of potential energy density V
can be freely produced in the system by work-free
voltage amplification. From such simple equations,
one can see that a circuit can self-regauge and take
on extra potential energy freely, from any external
source of potential energy (providing the necessary
potential energy flow), without having to do work.
With dq/dt = 0, the free potentialization of as many
charges q as one desires does not drain the external
source of potential at all. If that source of potential
is then disconnected, and the circuit is closed and the
charges q are unpinned, the freely potentialized circuit
can then freely dissipate that excess energy to power
loads “for free”. Further, the original source of
potential can then be reconnected, to again freely
potentialize as many charges q as desired, so long as
one forces dq/dt = 0. In short, the external source of
potential will last indefinitely. Via a flashlight battery
or electret as the “external potential source”,
under proper circumstances sufficient energy can
be extracted from the vacuum to power New York
City.
Again, we do not have to learn how to extract
energy from the vacuum. We only have to learn
how to more properly use the energy flowing from
charges already doing so.
Our classical electrodynamicists and electrical
engineers have missed the fact that, since every EM
field and potential is a pattern in the continuous flow
of EM energy from the associated source charges,
then the field or potential is itself a set of continuous
energy flows. To see it and prove it, simply
decompose the field or potential by Whittaker’s
methods {18,19}.
As an example of Yakuza suppression of Japanese
EFTV electrical systems, the Kawai motor was
suppressed by the Yakuza right here in Huntsville,
Alabama in 1996, directly involving the CTEC Board
of Directors. Else my colleagues and I in CTEC
would already have placed self-powering Kawai
motors on the world market in mid-1997.
Such self-powering electrical systems are no more
mysterious than a windmill-powered generator or a
solar cell array power system. The active vacuum
environment furnishes all the energy required. Even
though any system has losses and its overall
thermodynamic efficiency is always less than 100%,
the coefficient of performance (COP) can permissibly
be COP = ¥ when all the energy is received from the
external active environment and the operator himself
does not furnish any energy at all.
We (CTEC) reached agreement with Kawai late
one Thursday afternoon. The Yakuza arrived by
private jet from Los Angeles that night. The next
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morning a stunned and totally demolished Kawai no
longer controlled his invention, his company, his life, or
further developments.
The “energy from the vacuum” replacement
systems—for our present centralized electrical power
system—would freely or nearly freely take their
energy directly from the local vacuum. They would
need no external fuel, no pipelines, no large fleets of
tankers and railroad coal cars, no hydrocarbon
refineries, etc. So most of the massive and expensive
support structure for our bloated centralized electrical
power system would also be dismantled. Our present
dependence on foreign oil and gas would simply vanish
forever. A very dramatic reduction in present pollution
of the environment would result.
The dramatic reduction in the present absolute
vulnerability of the U.S. electrical power system would
be remarkable. Replacement of most of the
centralized power system would be of enormous
economic benefit and of enormous strategic
importance. Presently, we have some two years to
get a substantial percentage of that task done, in
precisely that manner. Otherwise, we will see the
centralized electrical power system destroyed, followed
shortly thereafter by the catastrophic collapse of the
U.S. economy. And then will immediately follow the
methodical destruction of the United States—every last
man, woman, and child.
The resulting benefits of such a centralized, fuelfree system to the taxpayer and to the long suffering
destitute peoples of the world would be incalculable—
but the incredible loss of revenue to the large energy
cartels now in power worldwide would be directly
calculable! Such powerful organizations do not
surrender their vast empires and dominant positions
without a major struggle.
So certain elements of those cartels already
suppress “free energy” developments worldwide, and
they have been doing so since Stubblefield {8 } (even
before Tesla). In this “energy from the vacuum”
research, if successful one can easily “meet with a
sudden suicide” on one’s way to the supermarket,
unless one is exceedingly careful. Or one can be hit
in the midst of a crowd by an ice dart dipped in curare,
so that one convulses and dies right there with a
“seizure” and heart and brain damage.
Or heroin can be planted on the premises secretly
by an intruder. Then the regular “narcs” are “tipped
off”. They raid the place, the dogs sniff out the large
cache of heroin, and one has “been caught redhanded” as a dirty old dope dealer. One winds up
behind bars for 20 years or so, wondering how it all
happened.
Or one meets with a “throw-away” assassin, who
has been brutally conditioned. After he successfully
fixates on his target, then later he will march right up
to the targeted individual in a public restaurant, pull out
a pistol and empty it at point blank range into the
target, killing him. He will remain right there until the
police come and haul him away. And even electric
shocks on his testicles will not elicit any useful
information from him.
Or, more simply, one just meets with a fatal auto
accident.
Or one gets hit with a little microwave “shooter”,
whose wavefront has been carefully modified by the
Venus ECM technique. That beam will then
dramatically disrupt the receiving heart, throwing it into
violent and uncontrolled fibrillation. The target falls,
goes into convulsions, thrashes a bit, and expires with
a legitimate massive stroke, heart attack, or both. The
smaller short range shooter is about the size of a small
paperback textbook, and fits inside the assassin’s coat
pocket. A larger longer range shooter is about the

size of a bazooka. It will shoot right through walls and
windows, killing a person inside (the target is usually
located with an infrared device which allows the
assassin to focus on the target’s body heat, even
through the wall or window).
Or a professional hit man kills the person, making
it appear as some hoodlum committing a robbery or
some such. Recently Dr. Gene Mallove, an excellent
researcher and a highly dedicated scientist, probably
was murdered in this latter type of professional hit
manner.
Those are just a few of the current methods used
of professional clandestine assassination or jailing, used
against some EFTV researchers. There are many
others.
But to seek out what our own science is doing in
EFTV research, simply go to the websites of the
NAS, NSF, DoE, national labs, and universities and
search for any real program or solution that would
enable our survival in this three year period we have
entered. Cut through the rhetoric and hype and
examine for real content that would solve the problem.
There is none, and there is not going to be any.
Instead, the reader will find that “business as usual”
and the interests of the powerful scientific cartels—hot
fusion, nuclear power plants, fuel cells, etc.—are being
pursued, with a little sop to the environmentalists in
such things as solar cell array power systems,
windmill-powered generating systems, etc.
Not only is our scientific community fiddling
while Rome prepares to burn, but it is also helping
to ensure that Rome burns completely.
12. YAKUZA PRODUCTION OF PORTABLE
SCALAR INTERFEROMETERS
The Yakuza now produce their own scalar
interferometer weapons in their own facilities in Japan,
including small, portable versions, and this has nothing
to do with the Japanese government. The Yakuza
have small versions of these weapons which can fit
into a small sport utility vehicle (SUV), and
undoubtedly some are also already inserted in the U.S.,
to be used a few times during the next two years
against our refineries, nuclear power plants and
hydrocarbon-fueled power plants, oil fields and Gulf oil
rigs, control systems and substations for the centralized
power grid, pipe line hubs, long high voltage distribution
lines, etc. In short, the Yakuza can already lay
down the U.S. electrical power system, for months
at a time or permanently—and it can do it easily,
quickly, and at will.
Even normal cyberwar techniques will do it for
extended periods, as is well known by cyberwar
specialists. For example, quoting from a PBS
interview with Joe Weiss {9 }:
Question: “So just put it all in perspective.
What’s the worst-case power scenario, power
we’re talking here—power lines, power grid?”
Answer: “Absolute worst? I won’t even say
absolute, but a very worst case could be loss of
power for six months or more.”
Question: “Over how big an area?”
Answer: “Big as you want.”
Question: “Is that a possibility?”
Answer: “Yes.”
Presently we are in the two year “slowly
escalating” initial operations phase of the centralized
asymmetric warfare plan for the destruction of the
United States.
Then, beginning about two years from now, the
final operations phase will swiftly occur, and the
already damaged entire U.S. centralized electrical
power system will be destroyed quickly and rather
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permanently. The destruction will be by combined
attacks, including cyberwar, with a guaranteed
destruction furnished by Yakuza tactical and strategic
interferometers, portable EMP shooters, etc.
Again, all this is coordinated by centralized FSB/
KGB planning under its major faction, the old die-hard
Communists who control the FSB/KGB and also
control and operate the Russian superweapons. That
Communist faction of the FSB/KGB thus has and
retains the dominant power position in Russia, because
it possesses the Russian superweapons.
Copiously supplying lots of Russian oil to the
United States is not the intention of the dominant diehard Communist faction, because that faction still
fervently plans to totally destroy the United States.
Russian President Vladimir Putin comes from the
younger, more modern faction of the FSB/KGB. That
faction would very much like to reach a full
accommodation with the U.S. Putin would like to
become our trusted cheap oil supplier, and pump lots
of U.S. development and royalty money into the
Russian economy, benefiting it at every level.
But Putin will not be permitted to do that to the full
extent {10 }. Consequently, Russian oil shipments to
China, over land by rail, have been stopped, stimulating
China into becoming more aggressive in other world oil
markets such as the MidEast. The largest oil
consortium in Russia is under strong legal attack and
direct interference by the State, significantly hampering
its production and delivery of oil, particularly to the
U.S. [But please note that Russia and China have
just concluded major, “breakthrough” trade
agreements including Russian deliveries of oil.]
The old Cold War has not gone away, contrary to
popular conception. Instead, it has just been turned
into a completely different kind of war, called
“asymmetric” warfare. And the same old dogs are
still calling the shots, like a tired old black-and-white
movie from the 1930s. Hence our asymmetric war
problems (i.e., our War on Terrorism and the war of
terrorism on us) will continue. As an example, Putin
has had to cave in to pressure and again centralize and
tighten the control of the Russian government, setting
aside the reforms of open election that had been
partially implemented {11 }.
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World News Insights
As the Neocon-driven Emperor with no clothes
casts America’s youth on the altar of Moloch (look
it up, please) in the wake of the jackals’ failure to
produce acceptable results for the IBC in Iraq, a
powerful coalition of nations is coming together to
oppose this heinous, illegal and unlawful behavior.
According to Dictionary.com, “terrorism” is
defined as “The unlawful use or threatened use of
force or violence by a person or an organized
group against people or property with the intention
of intimidating or coercing societies or
governments, often for ideological or political
reasons.”
The primary thrust of Russian diplomacy in
recent months seems to have been to gain
agreement with other nations as to what constitutes
terrorism and how to STOP IT. The following
article should give an idea as to the seriousness of
this effort.
[QUOTING:]
RUSSIAN PRESIDENT PUTIN PLANNING TO GLUE
TOGETHER THE MOST POWERFUL SUPERPOWER
COALITION IN THE WORLD—INDIA, CHINA, RUSSIA
AND BRAZIL
India Daily, 11/10/04
By Sudhir Chadda
Russian President Putin is taking a lead role in
putting together the most powerful coalition of regional
and superpowers in the world. The coalition consists
of India, China, Russia and Brazil. This will challenge
the superpower supremacy of America as well as the
European Union. The Chinese are concerned about
American and European influence over the world. So
is India, Brazil and Russia. Russians need Brazil badly.
Brazil is in South America in the American corridor.
According to Stratfor, a strategic think tank, when
Russian President Vladimir Putin visits Brazil Nov. 2123, he likely will talk economic issues with Brazilian
President Luiz Inacio “Lula” da Silva. However, Putin
has bigger ambitions: He wants to establish a longterm Russian footprint in Latin America in order to
expand Moscow’s geopolitical influence in the region.
Brazil is very open to the coalition concept where
these large countries support each other in term of
trade, economics, international politics and defense.
According other think tanks, this coalition will have
an overwhelming influence over the United Nations.
Russia and China are permanent members of the
security council. India and Brazil are in the process
of becoming the same. In terms of population, the
coalition will have three quarters of the world
population, largest amount of natural resources and
largest pool of technical and scientific talent.
[END QUOTING]
While the Neocons have selected Iran as the
next target in the bogus “War on Terror”, China
and Iran appear to be involved in the “deal of the
century”, which could be worth up to $200 billion.
Can you say, “Leave my friend alone”? No doubt
China can. Given the Russian Sunburn missile
technology (and yes, the Chinese have been given
this technology, along with Russian Sovremenyclass destroyers from which to fire them), there is
also no doubt China is fully capable of holding its
ground on this issue.
Before push comes to shove, let’s hope and
pray saner thinking will prevail.
[QUOTING:]

CHINA ROCKS THE POLITICAL BOAT
Asia Times, 11/6/04
TEHRAN—Speaking of business as unusual. A
mere two months ago, the news of a ChinaKazakhstan pipeline agreement, worth US$3.5 billion,
raised some eyebrows in the world press, some hinting
that China’s economic foreign policy may be on the
verge of a new leap forward. A clue to the fact that
such anticipation may have totally understated the case
was last week’s signing of a mega-gas deal between
Beijing and Tehran worth $100 billion. Billed as the
“deal of century” by various commentators, this
agreement is likely to increase by another $50 billion
to $100 billion, bringing the total close to $200 billion,
when a similar oil agreement, currently being
negotiated, is inked not too far from now.
...Iran has an estimated 26.6-trillion-cubic-meter
gas reservoir, the second-largest in the world, about
half of which is in offshore zones and the other half
onshore.
It is perhaps too early to digest fully the various
economic, political and even geostrategic implications
of this stunning development, widely considered a
major blow to the Bush administration’s economic
sanctions on Iran and particularly on Iran’s energy
sector, notwithstanding the Iran-Libya Sanctions Act
(ILSA) penalizing foreign companies daring to invest
more than $20 million in Iran’s oil and gas industry.
While it is unclear what the scope of China’s
direct investment in Iran’s energy sector will turn out
to be, it is fairly certain that China’s participation in
the Yad Avaran field alone will exceed the ILSA’s
ceiling; this field’s oil reservoir is estimated to be 17
billion barrels and is capable of producing 300 to 400
barrels per day. And this is besides the giant South
Pars field, which Iran shares with Qatar, alone
possessing close to 8% of the world’s gas reserves....
For a United States increasingly pointing at China
as the next biggest challenge to its Pax Americana,
the Iran-China energy cooperation cannot but be
interpreted as an ominous sign of emerging new trends
in an area considered vital to U.S. national interests....
...Concerning India, which signed a memorandum
of understanding with Iran initially in 1993 for a 2,670kilometer pipeline, with more than 700km traversing
Pakistani territory, the Iran-China deal will undoubtedly
give a greater push to New Delhi to follow Beijing’s
lead and thus make sure that the “peace pipeline” is
finally implemented. The same applies, mutatis
mutandis, to Russia, which has as of late been
dragging its feet somewhat on Iran’s nuclear reactor,
bandwagoning with the U.S. and Group of Eight (G8)
countries on the thorny issue of Iran’s uraniumenrichment program. The Russians must now factor
in the possibility of being supplanted by China if they
lose the confidence of Tehran and appear willing to
trade favors with Washington over Iran. Russia’s
Gazprom may now finally set aside its stubborn
resistance to the idea of entering major joint ventures
with Iran.
Iran appears more and more interested to join the
Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) and form a
powerful axis with its twin pillars, China and Russia,
as a counterweight to a U.S. power “unchained”. The
SCO comprises China, Russia, Tajikistan, Kazakhstan,
Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan.
China, Russia and Iran share deep misgivings
about the perception of the United States as a
“benevolent hegemon” and tend to see a “rogue
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superpower” instead. Even short of joining forces
formally, the main outlines of such an axis can be
discerned from their convergence of threat perception
due to, among other things, Russia’s disquiet over the
post-September 11, 2001, U.S. incursions in its
traditional Caucasus-Central Asian “turf”, and China’s
continuing unease over the Korean Peninsula and
Taiwan; this is not to mention China’s fixed gaze at a
“new Silk Road” allowing it unfettered access to the
Middle East and Eurasia, this as part and parcel of what
is often billed as “the new great game” in Eurasia.
Indeed, what China’s recent deals with both Kazakhstan
(pertaining to Caspian energy) and Iran (pertaining to
Persian Gulf resources) signifies is that the pundits had
gotten it wrong until now: the purview of the new great
game is not limited to the Central Asia-Caspian Sea
basin, but rather has a broader, more integrated,
purview increasingly enveloping even the Persian Gulf.
Increasingly, the image of the Islamic Republic of Iran
as a sort of frontline state in a post-Cold War global
lineup against U.S. hegemony is becoming prevalent
among Chinese and Russian foreign-policy thinkers.
...A glance at Chinese security narratives, and it
becomes patently obvious that Beijing shares Iran’s deep
worries about U.S. unipolarism culminating in, as in
Afghanistan and Iraq, unilateral militarism. Various
advocates of U.S. preeminence, such as William Kristol,
openly write that the U.S. should “work for the fall of
the Communist Party oligarchy in China”. Unhinged
from the containment of Soviet power, the roots of U.S.
unilateralism, and its military manifestation of
“preemption”, must be located in the logic of
unipolarism, thinly disguised by the “coalition of the
willing” in Iraq; the latter is, in fact, as aptly put by
various critics of U.S. foreign policy, more like a
coalition of the coerced and bribed than anything else.
[END QUOTING]
Meanwhile, in Iraq, the staggering toll of enforcing
the so-called Pax Americana continues to mount. The
recent attack on the city of Fallujah is said to have
resulted in the detahs of up to 2,000 “insurgents”—but
when “insurgents” look just like civilians, who is to
say?
It appears that America’s youth are being sacrificed
at a far greater rate than is officially acknowledged.
Although body armor has prevented many deaths,
surviving often means doing without one’s limbs
because the extremities are not protected. Further
“friendly fire” casualties (too common) don’t count.
[QUOTING:]
THE FORGOTTEN CASUALTIES OF WAR: OVER
17,000 U.S. TROOPS WOUNDED
DemocracyNow.org, 11/10/04
President Bush predicted victory in Fallujah and
wished U.S. soldiers “Godspeed” in their mission as the
bloody U.S. assault on the city entered its third day.
His comments came during a visit of wounded
soldiers at the Walter Reed Army Medical Center in
Washington DC. It was Bush’s sixth visit to wounded
troops at the veteran hospital since he launched his socalled “war on terror” in late 2001. He spent two hours
with soldiers recuperating from injuries suffered in Iraq
and Afghanistan. Bush said, “It’s so uplifting to see
their spirit, their drive to become rehabilitated, their love
of their country, their support of the mission.”
...The total U.S. death toll in Iraq has surpassed
1,100. While the number of U.S. soldiers killed is
widely reported, what is rarely mentioned is the many
thousands more wounded.
...Mark Benjamin, UPI Investigations editor: “With
respect to the wounded, the Pentagon does report a
number that it says is the number of soldiers that are
wounded in the war. I think we’re running around
7,000 or 8,000 in Iraq. But what that number does not
include is the number of soldiers who are wounded or
ill, or injured in operations that are not directly due to
the bullets and bombs of the insurgents. So, for
example, as of mid-September, if you take actually

Afghanistan and Iraq together, there were 17,000
soldiers who were injured or ill enough to be put on
airplanes and flown out of theater, and none of those
casualties, and I call them casualties because they fit the
Pentagon’s definition of casualties, none of those
casualties appear on any public casualty lists.”
[END QUOTING]
Based on this quote, the total number of wounded
appears to be running close to 25,000. For what?
This next article is a shocker, even in a world that
is demonstrably insane.
[QUOTING:]
NEW VACCINE CREATED TO PROTECT WOMEN
AGAINST CERVICAL CANCER
NewsFromRussia.com—Pravda, 11/12/04
The scientists have elaborated a new vaccine could
prevent the majority of cases of cervical cancer. The
vaccine protects against the virus that causes cervical
cancer, which kills almost a quarter of a million women
worldwide each year.
In a phase II clinical trial, researchers working with
GlaxoSmithKline found the vaccine was up to 100 per
cent effective for women who received all three of a
course of jabs at the correct time.
The vaccine mimics two of the common forms of
the human papillomavirus (HPV), teaching the immune
system to launch an antibody attack on HPV16 and
HPV18. Together, these account for 70 per cent of
cases of cervical cancer, reports New Scientist.
According to CTV, Dr. Michael Shier, one of the
study’s principal investigators and a gynecological
oncologist in Toronto, says the impact of the vaccine
could reach far beyond eradicating cervical cancer.
“In Canada, once the vaccine is introduced it would
virtually eliminate cervical cancer, almost all vaginal
cancers, most vulvar cancers, anal cancer in men and
women and penile cancer,” Shier says.
Shier says larger, longer trials are needed to confirm
the results. He says that once the vaccine is approved,
it would theoretically be given to young, healthy women
between the ages of 5 and thirteen. [!!!!!]
...The goal would be to give the vaccine to girls
before they are sexually active, Harper said, reports
Bloomberg.
[END QUOTING]
“Immunizing” 5 year-olds against “sexual”
cancers—it’s astounding. Oh, well, “the doctors and
scientists say ...”? Absolute madness.
Next: excerpts from a recently rediscovered letter
signed by Albert Einstein (Jewish himself, yes).
[QUOTING:]
EINSTEIN LETTER WARNING OF
ZIONIST FASCISM IN ISRAEL
Rense.com, 11/1/04
December 4, 1948
TO THE EDITORS OF THE NEW YORK TIMES:
...The current visit of Menachem Begin, leader of
this party [“Freedom Party” (Tnuat Haherut)], to the
United States is obviously calculated to give the
impression of American support for his party in the
coming Israeli elections, and to cement political ties with
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conservative Zionist elements in the United States.
Several Americans of national repute have lent their
names to welcome his visit. It is inconceivable that
those who oppose fascism throughout the world, if
correctly informed as to Mr. Begin’s political record and
perspectives, could add their names and support to the
movement he represents.
...The public avowals of Begin’s party are no guide
whatever to its actual character. Today they speak of
freedom, democracy and anti-imperialism, whereas until
recently they openly preached the doctrine of the Fascist
state. It is in its actions that the terrorist party betrays
its real character; from its past actions we can judge
what it may be expected to do in the future.
A shocking example was their behavior in the Arab
village of Deir Yassin. This village, off the main roads
and surrounded by Jewish lands, had taken no part in
the war, and had even fought off Arab bands who
wanted to use the village as their base. On April 9
(NEW YORK TIMES), terrorist bands attacked this
peaceful village, which was not a military objective in
the fighting, killed most of its inhabitants ? 240 men,
women, and children—and kept a few of them alive to
parade as captives through the streets of Jerusalem.
Most of the Jewish community was horrified at the
deed, and the Jewish Agency sent a telegram of apology
to King Abdullah of Trans-Jordan. But the terrorists, far
from being ashamed of their act, were proud of this
massacre, publicized it widely, and invited all the foreign
correspondents present in the country to view the
heaped corpses and the general havoc at Deir Yassin.
The Deir Yassin incident exemplifies the character and
actions of the Freedom Party.
...During the last years of sporadic anti-British
violence, the IZL and Stern groups inaugurated a reign
of terror in the Palestine Jewish community. Teachers
were beaten up for speaking against them, adults were
shot for not letting their children join them. By gangster
methods, beatings, window-smashing, and wide-spread
robberies, the terrorists intimidated the population and
exacted a heavy tribute.
In the light of the foregoing considerations, it is
imperative that the truth about Mr. Begin and his
movement be made known in this country. It is all the
more tragic that the top leadership of American Zionism
has refused to campaign against Begin’s efforts, or even
to expose to its own constituents the dangers to Israel
from support to Begin.
The undersigned therefore take this means of
publicly presenting a few salient facts concerning Begin
and his party; and of urging all concerned not to support
this latest manifestation of fascism.
Isidore Abramowitz, Hannah Arendt, Abraham
Brick, Rabbi Jessurun Cardozo, ALBERT EINSTEIN,
Herman Eisen, M.D., Hayim Fineman, M. Gallen, M.D.,
H.H. Harris, Zelig S. Harris, Sidney
Hook, Fred Karush, Bruria Kaufman,
Irma L. Lindheim, Nachman Maisel,
Seymour Melman, Myer D.
Mendelson, M.D., Harry M.
Oslinsky, Samuel Pitlick, Fritz
Rohrlich, Louis P. Rocker, Ruth
Sagis, Itzhak Sankowsky, I.J.
Shoenberg, Samuel Shuman, M.
Singer, Irma Wolfe, Stefan Wolf

Budget Corporate Renewals Notice to Customers
“We are very pleased to announce that the corporation agent BCR (Budget Corporate Renewals) will
be, this week, moved into new facilities in Las Vegas, Nevada. This may very well not be permanent
positioning as the larger office packages with answering services are established and larger facilities are
required. There should be no interruption in service as we merge into a larger management position. Thank
you for your patience as there will be no impact other than address information. Phones will remain the
same. This is considered a most appropriate forward movement for service and security as the profile
is upgraded and ability to handle international developments become mandatory. You who have any
association with corporations through BCR will be fully informed timely.”—GCH, 11/15/04
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Public Notice
This notice will be construed as a continuation of compliance with provisions necessary to establish presumed fact (Rule 301, Federal Rules of Civil Procedure,
and attending State rules). If all interested parties fail to rebut any given allegation or matter of law addressed herein, the position will be construed as adequate
to requirements of judicial notice, thus preserving fundamental law. A true and correct copy of this Public Notice is on file with and available for inspection
at the newspaper CONTACT (P.O. Box 27800, Las Vegas, NV 89126, USA) which is responsible for publishing the instrument as a legal notice. In the Republic
of the Philippines, comments and objections may be filed in writing by addressing Global Alliance Investment Association at 6751 Ayala Avenue, Makati City,
Metro Manila, Philippines. Others may be addressed to Global Alliance Investment Association, 5344 Images Court, Las Vegas, Nevada, 89107 USA.

The images on this page are
electronically
generated
facsimiles of the General
Information Sheet (GIS) filed on
behalf of DON ESTEBAN
BENITEZ TALLANO & DON
GREGORIO MADRIGAL ACOP
FOUNDATION, INC. (TA FDN)
on September 14, 2004 in
compliance with the laws of the
Republic of the Philippines.
The Board of Trustees has been
expanded to accommodate the
wishes of Prince Julian Morden
Tallano to have a larger voice in
the
management
of
the
Foundation.
This is the third of three
publications
of
this
documentation in meeting the
requirements of proper public
notice.
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Keeping Shields Up In
A Foreign Jurisdiction
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- CONTACT back-issues

Budget’s “Tip of the Week” #11:
Maintaining a Nevada Corporation’s Liability Protection in a Foreign Jurisdiction
When using your Nevada corporation in a foreign jurisdiction, what can you do to maintain the strong
liability protection afforded under Nevada’s statutes?
So-called “long arm” laws have been used to claim jurisdiction over “foreign” corporations, stripping
away the benefits that would otherwise accrue to them based on the statutes prevailing in their home
jurisdiction. These “long arm” laws have been used to great effect in California, for example, ostensibly
to protect that state’s citizens from encroachments and predatory practices by “outsiders”. Nevada
corporations are not immune from this potentially devastating application of the law that would
deny them the liability protection inherent in Nevada’s Revised Statutes—BUT IT WOULD APPEAR
THAT THEY CAN BE.
Article I, section 10, clause 1 of the U.S. Constitution prohibits the states from passing any “law
impairing the obligation of contracts”. The test for determining a violation of this “contract clause” in
the Constitution was stated in Allied Structural Steel Co. v. Spannaus, 438 U.S. 234 (1978):
“The first inquiry must be whether the state law has, in fact, operated as a substantial
impairment of a contractual relationship. The severity of the impairment measures the height
of the hurdle the state legislation must clear. Minimal alteration of contractual obligations may
end the inquiry at its first stage. Severe impairment, on the other hand, will push the inquiry
to a careful examination of the nature and purpose of the state legislation.”
The solution to retaining the superior liability protection made inherent to Nevada corporations in the
Nevada Revised Statutes thus appears to be fairly simple:
AS A PART OF ANY CONTRACT (and remember that a contract does not have to be in
writing) WITH ANY ENTITY OR ENTITIES IN A FOREIGN JURISDICTION, ENSURE A CLEAR
UNDERSTANDING THAT THE CONTRACT IS TRANSACTED IN NEVADA, AND THAT ANY
DISPUTE SHALL BE RESOLVED IN NEVADA.
You might also want to consider liberal use of the suffix, “a Nevada corporation”, which can be
appended to your corporation’s name to add a measure of protection. In legal terms, there is a “rebuttable
presumption” that Nevada law applies to any contract between a Nevada “person” (yes, a corporation IS
a “person”, by legal definition) and any other entity, so long as the second party is aware of the fact that
they are dealing with a Nevada corporation. For this reason alone it can be wise to ensure that the Nevada
corporation is identified as such while operating within a foreign jurisdiction.
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“Has it ever occurred to YOU that YOU
ARE NOT IN THE ‘END TIMES’?
“YOU ARE IN THE ‘BEGINNING
TIMES’!!!”—GCH, 11/8/04

